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PREFACE

This report is based on a literature review performed by Ulf Sandberg at

the Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI) and Jerzy A.

Ejsmont, Technical University of Gdansk (TUG), Poland.

In 1980 an information exchange between VTI and TUG was started in

the field of tire/road noise. Jerzy A. Ejsmont has visited the VTI during

parts. of 1982 and 1983 as a guest researcher and Ulf Sandberg has visited

the TUG. Thanks to VTI and TUG managements it was possible to

perform - in common - certain work concerning tire/road noise.

This report deals only with a literature review of road and laboratory

measurement methods. The results of an extensive research program

concerning comparison of different tire/road noise measurement

methods will be presented in another report in this series.

The authors wish to thank all those who have contributed actively in this

work - by permitting us to use their photographs or to check and

complete our reviews of their respective reports.

To the others, whose reports are reviewed, we would like to say that we

sincerely hope that we have made a fair and un-biased review . However,

in reviews of other reports there is always a risk not to reach that goal

completely.

The authors
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Review of Comparative Studies of Tire/Road Noise Measurements on
Drums and Roads

by Ulf Sandberg
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

S-58101 LINKOPING Sweden

and Jerzy A.,Ejsmont
Technical University of Gdansk
ul. Majakowskiego 11/12
80-952 GDANSK Poland

ABSTRACT

The report is concerned with external noise emitted by passenger car

tires. A literature review of comparisons of different measuring methods

for tire/road noise (road versus laboratory) has been performed.

All methods currently used for tire/road noise measurements are des-

cribed and analyzed in short. Every report known to the authors

concerning the comparisons between the road and laboratory (drum)

methods is systematically reviewed, including an analysis of the details

which are relevant for this purpose. General information concerning

current practice based on the review as well as final conclusions and

recommendations are presented.
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II

En oversikt av jamforande studier rorande dack/vagbanebullermatningar
pa trummor och pa v'agar

av Ulf Sandberg
Statens vag- och trafikinstitut
581 01 LINKCPING Sverige

och Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Tekniska hogskolan i Gdansk
ul. Majakowskiego 11/12
80-952 GDANSK Polen

REFERAT

Rapporten behandlar externt buller emitterat fran bildack. Den presen-

terar en litteraturstudie Som galler jamforelser mellan olika metoder

som anvands for dack/vagbanebullermatningar; huvudsakligen en jam

forelse mellan va'g- respektive laboratoriematningar.

Samtl iga metoder som anvands for dack/vagbanebullermatningar beskrivs

och analyserar i korthet. Varje rapport som ar kant av forfattarna och

som behandlar jamforelser mellan vag och laboratoriematningar (de

senare pa trumma) granskas systematiskt, inkluderande en analys av a11a

detaljer 1 matmetodiken som air av intresse i sammanhanget. Forutom

egna slutsatser och rekommendationer presenteras allman "information

rorande aktuell praxis, baserad pa oversikten.
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Review of Comparative Studies of Tire/Road Noise Measurements on

Drums and Roads

by Ulf Sandberg
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

5-581 01 LINKCPING Sweden

and Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Technical University of Gdansk
ul. Majakowskiego 11/12
80-952 GDANSK Poland

SUMMARY

As tire/road noise has been recognized as one of the major traffic noise

sources, it has been realized recently that there is a great need for

standardization of methods for measurement of this type of noise. The

aim with this report is to see if the different basic methods are

compatible, despite some controversy in the literature on this point.

First, the report discusses the currently used measurement methods.

Several different methods are used; including field methods utilizing

vehicles - either with or without trailer equipped with test tires -

coasting by a stationary microphone at the road-side, or cruising with a

mobile microphone close to one test tire. Often, a laboratory method is

preferred, utilizing a drum on which a test tire is rolling; the drum

circumference being a smooth steel surface, stick-on sand-paper (or

equivalent), a road-imitating replica or even a segmented road surface.

In the standardization work it is iportant to know the compatibility of

the different methods, especially between measurements on drums

relative to measurements on the road. This report is presenting a review

of other reports dealing with this subject, as earlier results have been

quite contradictory. Every known report or paper - 25 in total -

comparing drum and road noise measurements is systematically reviewed

concerning every important and relevant test feature and its result. The

report is based purely on published data; thus no new experimental work

is presented.
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IV

The review is summarizing the current practice of tire/road noise

measurement as used in this type of work. It is also discussing contradic-

tory results and how these might have occurred. It is seen in the review

that most of the contradictory results can be explained if the road

macrotexture influence on noise and differences in evaluation procedures

are considered. A few investigations have carefully tested the influence

of drum surface and curvature on noise, and arrived to the conclusion

that while curvature is no decisive factor in this case, the only way to

achieve a good correlation both in relative overall levels and frequency

spectra is to match as well as possible and practicable the drum

macrotexture with that of the road.

The conclusion is that a drum method might well be used to reproduce

approximately the results of road measurements, provided fundamental

acoustic requirements are met, the microphone location is representa-

tive and - above all - the drum surface has a macrotexture typical of a

road.

Measurements on drums in laboratories are in many ways preferable to

outdoor coast-by tests. A basic provision is, however, that the less

realistic laboratory measurements are in good agreement (validated)

with road measurements. The results presented above are in support of

the view that a laboratory method is meaningful to' standardize.
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En oversikt av j'amforande studier rorande d'ack/vagbanebullermatningar
pa trummor och pa vagar

av Ulf Sandberg
Statens vag- och trafikinstitut
581 01 LINKOPING Sverige

och Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Tekniska hogskolan i Gdansk
ul. Majakowskiego 11/12
80 952 GDANSK Polen

SAMMANFATTNING

Back/vagbanebuller har pa senare ar erk'ants vara en av de huvudsakliga

trafikbullerkallorna och som sadan foranlett att behovet av att standard-

isera matmetoder for d'ack/vagbanebuller har blivit akut. Syftet med

denna rapport 'ar att undersoka ifall de huvudsakligen anvanda metoderna

ger jamforbara resultat, vilketinte tyckts vara fallet ifall man granskar

den hittills presenterade forskningen ytligt och utan systematiskt sam-

manhang.

Forst diskuteras de for narvarande anvanda matmetoderna. Atskilliga

metoder - eller varianter pa dessa - anvands. Det galler for det forsta

faltm'atmetoder dar man utnyttjar fordon - antingen med eller utan

slapvagn utrustad med testd'ack - som rullar forbi en stationar mikrofon

vid v'agkanten eller som ko'r med konstant fart med en mobil mikrofon

monterad n'ara ett provdack pa matfordonet. For det andra galler det en

laboratoriemetod som ofta foredras, vilken utnyttjar en trumma mot

vilken provdacket rullas och dar trummans yta kan vara en 5131 : Stalyta,

en sjalvhaftande sandpappersyta, en vagimiterande, gjuten yta e11er t o

m en "riktig" vagyta uppdelad i sektioner.

I standardiseringsarbetet ar det av vikt att veta hur j'eimfotbara resultat

de olika metoderna ger, s'arskilt betraffande j'amforelsen mellan vag- och

trummatningar. Denna rapport presenterar en oversikt av andra rappor-

ter som behandlar experimentella undersokningar inom amnesomrédet

vilka ytligt sett verkar ge sinsemellan motsagande resultat.
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VI

Varje k'and rapport - totalt 25 st som j'amfor trum- och vagmatningar

med varandra granskas systematiskt rorande varje relevant och viktig

provningsaspekt och dess resultat. Genomgaende anv'ands endast tidigare

publicerat material; séledes presenteras inga nya experimentella data.

Oversikten sammanfattar nuvarande praxis gallande d'ack/vagbanebuller

matningar vid denna typ av undersokningar. Motsagelsefulla resultat och

hur dessa kan ha uppkommit diskuteras aven. Det konstateras med

ledning av oversikten att de flesta mots'agelserna kan forklaras av ett

icke-kontrollerat inflytande av vag-eller trumytans makrotextur eller

vissa skillnader i utvarderingstekniken. Nagra undersokningar har om-

sorgsfullt testat inflytandet av trumytans makrotextur och kurvatur pa

bullret och dragit Slutsatsen att medan kurvaturen inte ar nagon avgo-

rande faktor for bullret i detta fall 51' enda s'attet att éstadkomma en

god korrelation bade gallande totalnivaer och frekvensspektra hos bullret

att avpassa trummans textur sa gott det ar mojligt och praktiskt till den

som forekommer pa en verklig vag.

Slutsatsen ar att en trummetod mycket val kan anv'andas for att

reproducera - atminstone ungef'arligt - resultaten av v'agmatningar,

forutsatt att fundamentala akustiska regler beaktas, att mikrofonposi-

tionen at representativ och framforallt att trumytan har en

makrotextur som paminner om den pa en vag.

Resultatet torde ge motiv for att utveckla en standardiserad trumm'at-

metod vilken skulle kunna vara ett forenklat och ekonomiskt komplement

och i vissa fall alternativ, till den naturligaste referensmetoden; namli-

gen forbifartsmatning pa en vag.
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Przeglqd literatury dotyczqcej porownywania metod badania hatasu opon

samochodowych w warunkach laboratoryjnych i drogowych

Ulf Sandberg
Szwedzki Instytnot Drog i Ruchu Drogowego
5-581 01 LINKOPING Szwecja

Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Politechnika Gdariska,
Wydziat Budowy Maszyn

ul Majakowskiego 11/12
80-952 GDANSK Polska

STRESZCZENIE

Opony sag jednym z g16wnych zrode1 hatasu emitowanego przez wspotcze-

sne pojazdy samochodowe. W zwiqzku z tym trwaja} prace zmierzajqce do

ujednolicenia metod pomiaru, co w konsekwencji doprowadzié ma do

powstania norm miegdzynarodowych. Celem raportu jest poréwnanie

drogowych i laboratoryjnych metod badania hatasu w oparciu o dost§pne

publikacje z tego zakresu.

W pierwszej czegs ci omowiono i oceniono stosowane obecnie metody

pomiarowe. Naleiq do nich zarowno badania drogowe prowadzone meto-

dc} sta1ego lub ruchomego mikrofonu, jak rowniei metody laboratoryjne.

Te ostatnie wykorzystujq maszyny bieine z bqbnami stalowymi lub

pokrytymi imitacjami nawierzchni drogowych. W niektorych przypadkach

moiliwe jest rowniei zastosowanie segmentowanej nawierzchni zbudo-

wanej z normalnych materia1ow stosowanych w budownictwie drogowym.

W pracach poprzedzajqcych normalizacje; metod badawczych konieczne

jest okreélenie zalez'noéci pomiqdzy wynikamiotrzymanymi w trakcie

stosowania roinych metod. Jak wykazal przeglqd calej dostopnej litera-

tury z tego zakresu, nie istnieje ca1kowita zgodnoéé zapatrywa , jakkol

wiek moina ustalié pewne wnioski w oparciu o dominujgce pongdy. W

raporcie nie przedstawiono wynikow najnowszych bada prowadzonych

wspolnie przez VTI 1 PG, ktore bode; tematem oddzielnego opracowania.

Raport zawiera wnioski pl'ynace z analizy wynikow prezentowanych

przez roz'nych autorow. Wydaje siq, 2e wigkszoéc rozbieinoéci rezulta-
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t6w bada drogowych i laboratoryjnych przypisaé moina réinicy w

makroprofilu nawierzchni p0 ktérej toczy Sig opona, podczas gdy krzy-

wizna bqbna nie wplywa w sposéb istotny na emitowany halas.

Gkéwnym wnioskiem plryn§cym z przeprowadzonego przeglegdu jest

stwierdzenie moiliwoéci przeprowadzania badar m halasu opon w labora-

torium, pod warunkiem, 2e bgben maszyny bieinej posiada makroprofil

odpowiadajqcy nawierzchni drogowej. Konieczne jest rowniez zapew-

nienie prawidlowych warunkéw akustycznych i zminimalizowanie haiasu

emitowanego przez mechanizmy napqdowe maszyny bieinej.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the serious problems with tire/road noise emission in medium- or

high-speed traffic, there is a great need for standardization of mea-

surement methods for tire/road noise. Today, few measurements are

compatible between country to country or even between national organi-

zations. 7 .

The current practice favours the coast-by method performed on-the- '

road (see chapter 3). This is a field method which has all the inherent

disadvantages of such a method, e g influence of other traffic and of

weather conditions on the noise.

Some investigators - above all the industry have therefore turned to a

more practical but less realistic laboratory method; i.e. measurements

are made usually quite close to the tire which is rolling on a drum

surface. The drum surface might be plain and smooth steel, some sand-

paper, a replica road surface or sometimes even a "real" road surface.

Of course, many of the investigators have tried to compare the two basic

methods in order to determine the usefulness and accuracy of the drum

method with road coast by measurements as the natural reference.

Sometimes an on board microphone technique using a trailer has been

the reference. However, when looking at the results, one gets very

confused for instance, some investigators are convinced that the drum

method utilizing the plain steel surface gives a perfect or acceptable

correlation with road measurements while others are equally convinced

about the reverse and require that the drum surface should have the

same texture as roads. Similarily, there is some doubt whether the drum

curvature is reducing the realism too much as well as whether the near

field microphone technique usually employed is acceptable or not.

Despite the doubts indicated, a work has been started within the GRRF

(The ECE Group of Reporters on Brakes and Running Gear) with the

purpose to work out a standardized laboratory method as well as a coast

by method. Before this work is advancing too much it was felt by the

authors that a_ll the available information relevant to the problems
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encountered should be systematically reviewed to see if the confusing

problems seem to have some consistent features which could reveal "the

truth" and which cannot be seen when each report is studied separately.

Indeed, it looks like the hope expressed above has come true and in this

report the background data for this as well as some conclusions are

presented. Also included is a discussion concerning the consistency with

currently considered noise generation mechanisms.
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PURPOSE OF THE WORK

The purpose was to review - in a systematic way - all the available

literature concerning comparisons between the laboratory and road

 

measurement methods. All features relevant for the measurement tech-

nique should be covered to the extent they are described in the

literature. It was an aim to try and see if there are some consistencies in

the results of the different investigations which could explain the

present confusion and reveal "the truth".

Reports that deal with only one method have not been included.

Likewise, no new experiments have been carried out and no experiments

not reported before are discussed.
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3.1

3.2

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF CURRENTLY USED MEASURING METHODS

General

The methods of tire/road noise measurements differ between themselves

mainly concerning test site and microphone position. The tests could be

carried out on the road or in the laboratory. The road measurements

could be performed with stationary microphone (coast-by technique) or

with moving microphone (on-board microphone technique). During sta

tionary microphone measurements the microphone is usually placed in an

acoustical far-field, while during moving microphone tests the micro-

phone is placed in the near field. During the laboratory measurements

the microphone could usually be situated in the far-field or the near-

field as well, without any difficulty. Of course, if an enclosure is applied

the far-field is not possible to use. The methods are described in table I.

Coast-by (road method)

 

This method, which is No. l in table I, could be considered as a

"reference" as it is most similar to the natural reception of the tire/road

noise at the roadside. The microphone is located on the road, at a certain

distance to the line of vehicle movement and at a certain height above

ground.

Usually two standard positions of the microphone are used. One is based

on the ISO 362 standard for vehicle noise measurements (distance to the

line of movement 7.5 m, height 1.2 m) and the other is based on SAE

357a Recommended Practice for vehicle noise measurements (15 m and

1.2 m resp.). In the "classical" version of this method (No. 1A in the

table) the tested tires are mounted on a car or truck which coasts by the

microphone (fig. 1), while in another version (No. 1B) the tire is mounted

on a trailer towed far behind a truck (fig. 2). The version lB makes it

possible to reduce the number of measured tires to l or 2 but the trailer

is usually very expensive. The main disadvantage of the coast by method

is the requirement of very good ambient conditions, like dry weather,

low wind speed, no extreme temperatures and low background noise.
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Figure 1 "Classical" version of coast-by method (Photo: VTI historical

archive) '

 

Figure 2 Coast-by method with a trailer (Photo: VTI). The noise level
is read when the trailer tires are causing a maximum in the
sound level. Then the truck noise should be negligible (hope-
fully) due to the longer distance and noise reduction mea-
sures, which are not visible on this picture.
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3.3 On-board microphone (road) method

In this method, No. 2 in table 1, the microphone is mounted on the

vehicle, close to the tested tire. Method No. 2 has three variants. In the

first (No. 2A), the microphone monitors the sound coming from the

region of the car or truck test tire (fig. 3). The method is very cheap, but

the level of disturbances due to aerodynamical noise can be quite severe.

Additionally, the acoustical reflections on the car body are not negli

gible, so the method 2A is not so frequently applied.

 

Figure 3 Microphone monitoring the sound coming from the region of

car wheel (photo: VTI)

The second variant (No. 213) is based on a microphone mounted on a

trailer which is equipped with an enclosure (fig. 4) enabling an isolation

of the tire and microphone from the air flow and noise coming from

outside. In general, those disturbancies then are negligible; however, the

distance from the microphone to the tire/road contact region should be

very small due to obstructions caused by the enclosure. The method gives

a good S/N ratio and is basically independent of ambient conditions. With

some restrictions, the measurements could be carried out in normal

traffic if the enclosure is of good construction.
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3.4

 

Figure 4 Trailer equipped with an enclosure (Photo TUG)

The third variant (No. 2C) differs from 213 only by the lack of the

enclosure (fig. 5). Consequently, the very serious problem of noise due to

the turbulent air flow arrives. Advantages of the less expensive method

2A in comparison to method 2B are its lack of reflection problems and

its greater freedom in microphone position.

Drum (laboratory) method

 

The laboratory measurements are most convenient from the economy

point of view and the practicability. However, the measurement condi-

tions differ more from the natural tire/road noise emission to the

environment than in the other methods, expecially if the drum surface is

far from natural.

There are three variants of method No. 3. The first (No. 3A) is based on

a "normal" car rolling on a drum (fig. 6). The next (No. BB) utilizes a

special facility with the suspension and load system supporting the

measuring wheel instead of the car. The test tire and the microphone are

covered with an enclosure. It is possible to use thesame trailer as in
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method 28 to support the wheel and enclose it (fig. 7). The last variant
(No. 3C) differs from the 38 only by its lack of enclosure (fig. 8).

 

Figure 5 Trailer without any enclosure (Photo VTI)

 

Figure 6 Car rolling on the drum (Photo 5. Samuels, Australian RoadResearch Board (ARRB)).
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Figure 7 Trailer with an enclosure utilized for laboratory measure-

ments (Photo TUG). Enclosure cut-away arranged for photo

graphic reasons.
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Figure 8

Facility without any

enclosure (Photo S.
Samuels, ARRB). -

Note the micro-
phone sweeping de-
vice.



ll

METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION

Every relevant report available to the reviewers was used. This implied,

e.g., that those which did not compare drum and road measuring methods

were sorted out. When some reports used the same basic data the most

extensive and/or easiest available was selected and presented as a

"main" report. The others which were judged to give no new data in this

particular subject, are mentioned as "companion" reports.

In some cases it was possible to show the preliminary versions of the

reviews to the authors, so a few have had the opportunity to check the

reviews for obvious faults or misunderstandings.

When the data presented in the reports were incomplete from reviewers'

point of view and it was possible to make own calculations or qualified

guesses, this "processed" information was added but indicated with

special symbols (see explanation in chapter 5).

The information in the reviews was grouped as presented below:

1. Facility main facts about used drum(s), vehicles and the type of

road measurements.

2. Microphone location description of microphone position(s) according

 

to coordinates shown in the chapter 5.

3. Acoustic reflections available data concerning acoustical environ-

 

ment of the test wheel(s) and microphone.

4. Test parameters - data concerning tested tires, surfaces and test

 

conditions.

5. Measurements (Sc evaluation - fundamental information concerning

 

measurement and analysis technique.

6. Results - presentation of those results which were judged to be

important for the comparison of different methods.
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7. Conclusions - author's and reviewer's conclusions based on the

 

presented results.

8. Comments and additional data.

 

To get a more clear comparison of the methods, the drum and road data

are presented side by side. If there is no difference between the road and

drum cases the special symbol described in chapter 5 is used.

It is still possible that the authors have missed some interesting reports

which were not available to them, especially when concerning industrial

research usually not released for unlimited presentation.
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REVIEW OF THE REPORTS

The following pages contain a systematic review, item by item, of the

practice used and the obtained results in published work concerning

comparisons between road and drum measurements.

 

The first three pages describe the type of basic data, terms and symbols

used. They only contain explanations where necessary. Please note

especially the meaning of the symbols specified in point 8. The success

ive pages then contain the particular reviews.

The last part of this chapter concentrates on the specific question of the

comparability of drum and road measurements.

It is hoped that the structuring of the information will facilitate the

rapid comparison of practice or results between all or any particular

reports. By this technique it is possible to look for information concern-

ing any special detail in the measurement and to have a fast look at all

major conclusions.
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD No 0/4

Number of the report

Number of the page

AUTHOR /s/ :

TITLE OF REPORT:

YEAR OF REPORT:

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA:

COMPANION REPORTS ; Reports which are dealing with the same measurem . If information presented
in the reVTew is coming from the companion repo ' marked /*,

{(3%

 

/)
\) -

1. FACILITY 0N DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum ?

B. Drum diameter:

C. Powered/unpowered drum during
measurements ?

D. Stationary/moving microphon ' Stationary - for coast-by
technique. Moving for on-board

. technique.

I

E. Car cruising / coasting.7

F. Type of car/ trailer/fa ' ' e

G. Background nois Background noise measured for For moving microphone: background
measurements: rotating drum without contact noise when the measuring vehicIe

between drum and test whee]. is moving but there is no contact
between test wheeI and surface.

  

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

For moving microphone simiIar IikeA. MIcr. height above contact plane: H for. the drum.

For stationary microphone:

B. Micr. lateral distance from H 9

contact surface: L ' _._ _

 

C. Angle, in vertical plane: a

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: 3 B

 

a = arctg H/L
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;
9» ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS

Reflective road/floor .7

B. Distance to nearest reflective

N
b
.

31
1

surf other than drum or road:

Absorbing surf. close to meas. area:

. Thickness of absorbents :

. Test of deviation from _free-field .

Windscreen .7

CARD No 0 /2

ON DRUM ON ROAD

 

TEST PARAMETERS

. Size & type of tested tires:

ON ROAD

@

«@ x

ON DRUM

   

B. Number of tires tested during each ; ;
run :

C. Number of tires tested (overall):

D. Drum/road surface types
& textures:

E. Test loads:

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: E.g. 100 - 45 km/h means that
the drum was coasted from 199 19 95 km/h

5. MEASUREMENTS & EVALUATION 0N DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique .7

B. Number of samples averaged: Number of repeated runs. Number of repeated runs.

C. Integration time:

D. Overall weighted values compared? Yes = the overall weighted values or differences in overall
weighted values were compared.

E. Spectra compared .7

F. Conection used ? Yes = if any type of correction of the results was applied.
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CARD No 0/3

6. RESULTS

A. Correlation obtained:
I

B. Difference in noise speed relations :

l

C. Difference in overall levels:
I

D. Difference in Spectral characteristics:
I

E. Difference in tire ranking:
I

P

 

U
7. CONCLUSIONS V

ion f available in English or
'lable.

   

 

A. Author's own conclusions: Citation of authors own u
Ifree translation of conclusions when no English t as .

V

   
B. Reviewer 's conclus '

 

 

8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA Any other important information in reviewer's opinion.
I

Comnents to the special symbols:

---->,<---- the same data like during road/drum measurements,

§ reviewers' estimations or additions,

? information not veryfied (a qualified guess by the reviewers),

/*, /** information.coming from companion report No. *, ** ...
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES or TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-
MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS - CARD N01 /4

AUTHOR/s/I D.G. Anderson, S.P. Landers
(The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.)

TITLE OF REPORT: On-Board Passenger Tire Sound Generation Study: Road Versus Lab WheeT

YEAR OF REPORT: 1976

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA ; PubTished in P-7O "Highway Tire Noise". Paper 762016, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., WarrendaTe,1977.

COMPANION REPORTS 0: * S.P. Landers, G.w. Richards, J.L. Bradisse, On-Board Tire Sound LeveT
Testing Technique." PubTished in P-70 "Highway Tire Noise. Paper 762017,
Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., WarrendaTe, 1977.

  

1. FACILITY ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Outer

B. Drum diameter: 2 m

C. Powered/unpowered drum during Unpowered
measurements ?

D. Stationary / moving microphone .7 - " Moving

E. Car cruising / coasting .7 - Coasting

F. Type of car/trailer/facility used: Chevrolet pick-up Chevroiet pickwp

G. Background noise during
measurements .°

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 0.1 m /§ «an

B. Micr. lateral distance from r\,0,3 m /§ *___

contact surface .'

C. Angle, in vertical plane: r\200 /§ -u-

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: 1800 <..---
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CARD No 1 /2

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes Yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective "b0.3 m «43.3 m
surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf close to meas. area: semi'anecr mc mom No

D. Thickness of absorbents :

E. Test of deviation from free field:

F. Windscreen .7 Foam windscreen Foam windscreen

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Size & type 0f teSted tires : gigslgeited tires with hand <u"
carved tread designs (rib,
1ug and smooth designs)

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 1

C. Nllllrtber of tires tested (overall) .' 13 13

D. Drum/road surface types Smooth stee1 Coarse aspha1t
& textures:

E. Test loads: As recommended «n-

F. Tire inflation pressure: As recommended 0"

G. Test speed: 88.6 to 48 km/h at <-- -
8.1 km/h interva1s ,

5. MEASUREMENTS & EWILUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique .7 N0 No

B. Number of samples averaged:

C. Integration time:

D. Overall weighted values compared? Yes

E. Spectra compared .7 N0

F. Correction used ? N0 N0
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CARD No 1 /3

RESULTS

. Correlation obtained: R=0.764 for aTT data points, R=0.760 for smooth and rib designs and
|R=0.958 for bTock and Tug designs.

The correTation incTudes the speed effect. For a singTe speed, the correTation is
quite high but unTinear.

Difference in "0ise-Speed relations -' High conformity. except for a Tug tire.

I

. Difference in overall [eve/S ~' Smooth and rib tires were quieter on the drum than on the road.
IOn the average the TeveTs on the drum were 18 dB(A) Tower than on the road. The Tab
measurements for Tug and bTock tires were on the average 1 dB(A) higher than the road data.

. Difference in spectral characteristics: Not investigated.
l

. Difference in tire ranking : No.
I
 

CONCLUSIONS

. Author's own conclusions: "... The On-Board testing technique enabTes a direct comparison of
near-fier tire sound TeveTs on the road and in the Tab with surface texture and curvature the
primary apparent differences in test conditions. Test resuTts indicate that the interaction of
these surface characteristics with different tire sound generation mechanisms is very important
in evaTuating the use of an indoor Tab wheeT to estimate the road sound TeveT of the popuTation
to tire designs. Smooth and rib designs showed a high sensitivity to the change from the fTat,
asphaTt road surface to the curved, steeT drum. These tires measured much quieter on the Tab wheeT ...
... ATthough Tinear correTation between road and Tab measurements for the entire range of tread
designs tested did not exist when anaTyzed as a group, individuaT designs showed reTativeTy high
statisticaT correTation ..."

. Reviewer s conclusions: There are no data about backgroundnoise during road measurements. The
noise induced by air fTow coqu cause serious differences especiaTTy for smooth and rib tires.
Lab measurements showed higher sensitivity to the change of tread patterns than measurements
carried out on the road.

    

COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS

AUTHOR /s/:

TITLE OF REPORT:

YEAR OF REPORT:

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA :

COMPANION REPORTS :

AND ROADS CARD N02 /4

P.R. Donovan, L.J. OswaTd
(GeneraT Motors Corporation)

The Effect of Surface Curvature and Texture on Passenger Car Tire Noise
Generation on RoadwheeTs and Roadways

I981

Puinshed by -GeneraT Motors Research Laboratories, Warren, Michigan 48090.
Research PubTication GMR-3901

 

1. FACILITY

A. Inner/outer drum?

B. Drum diameter :

ON DRUM ON ROAD

Outer

1.7 m, 11/ 3.0 m,
I/ 3.6 m

C. Powered/unpowered drum during
measurements .7

D. Stationary /moving microphone .7 Moving

E. Car cruising /coasting .7

F. Type of car/ trailer/facility used:

G. Background noise during
measurements .'

  

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION

A. Micr. height above contact plane:

B. Micr. lateral distance from
contact surface :

ON DRUM ON ROAD

Both on the drum and on the road:

22 microphone positions. The measurement plane was 0.1 m away
from the undeercted sidewaIT of the tire. Range of microphone
heights 0.05 to 0.15 m.

C. Angle, in vertical plane:

D. Angle, in horizontal plane:
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CARD No 2/2

   

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes Yes

- mo 3 m /§ «.0 3 /§B. Distance to nearest reflective . ,
surf other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf close to meas. area: No No

D. Thickness of absorbents :

E. Test of deviation from .free-field:

F. Windscreen? Nose cones *-__

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

'e t e 0 tested tires: P195/75R14, p195/75R14
A. Slz & yp f P205/75R14 Summer, commercia] tread

Summer, commercia] treads

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 1
run .'

C. Number of tires tested (overall) : 4 1

D. Drum/road surface types FulTy worn 3M 80 "Safety Walk", A fine, sand finished asphalt,
& textures ' POHShEd Steal, Coarse aggregate asphalt,

° New, 3M 80 "Safety Wa1k" New, 3M 80 "Safety Walk"

. 4670 N, and for one of the 4670 N
E Te loads tires 3120 to 6220N.
F. Tire inflation pressure: 220 kPa (180 - 240 kPa for 220 kpa

one tire)
G. Test Speed. 80 km/h (48 - 80 km/h for one 80 km/h

tire)

5. MEASUREMENTS & EVALLMTION ON DRUM ON ROAD

' techm ue 7 Two-microphone cross-spectra] .-- -
A' Special measwmg q method of measuring acoustic

intensity

B. Number of samples averaged .'

C. Integration time:

D. Overall weighted values compared ? Yes

E. Spectra compared 7 yes

F. Correction used 7 No No
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CARD No 2 /3

IQIZSLLLJKS

. Correlation obtained: Not investigated.
I

Difference in noise-speed relations: Not investigated,

l

. Difference in overall levels: Yes.
I

Difference in spectral characteristics: Levels for frequencies over 1500 Hz were higher on the road
' Ithan on the drum covered with Safety Walk. More resonances appear on the drum (more tonal

noise).

. Difference in tire ranking: Not investigated.
I

  

CONCLUSIONS

. Author s own conclusions: "... the effects of surface curvature on overall noise level are quite
'small, but are greater than the minimum change which we can confidently measure. There are no
significant trends as surface curvature changes and each tire appears to be affected differently by
curvature changes ..."

"... The effects of the surface texture measured on-road are qualitatively very similar to those
measured on the roadwheel. That is, the overall noise level is changed significantly by the
surface texture ...

. . an important factor is to test on the same side of the tire with the same tire rotation
direction ...

". . while the agreement of overall levels measured on-road and on this roadwheel is not too bad,
there are still significant spectral differences, namely the spectra measured on-road exhibit far
less peakness ..."

"... The data presented '. . . . .. suggest that it is necessary to match the two surface textures
/to improve correlations/§ ..."

... To resolve the problem of matching surfaces, possibly more than one surface texture is
necessary . . . . .. It is our opinion that while a stick-on surface like "Safety Walk offers these
attributes, it is too smooth, and would penalize some tire tread pattern designs which depend
somewhat on road texture to randomize the tread impulses and thereby to reduce tonality to an
acceptable limit. It is also too smooth to induce tire structure-borne road noise which is
transmitted to the vehicie interior through a vehicle's suspension and body components ..."

. . Cast surfaces made from "mutually agreed upon", actual roadway surfaces would seem to us to
be a most logical choice for the surface textures needed on roadwheels ..."

"The effect of differences in tire rotational direction were significant and rather surprising ...
... while overall noise level was not affected too much, the spectral response was Significantly
different ..."
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW or COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-
MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS

AUTHOR /s/ :

TITLE OF REPORT:

YEAR OF REPORT:

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA :

COMPANION REPORTS :

CARD No 3 /I

J.A. Ejsmont
(Technical University of Gdansk, Poland)

Tire/Road Noise - Comparison of Road and Laboratory Measurements and Influence
of Some Tire Parameters on Generation of Sound.

1982

Published by Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, 3-581 01 Linkoping,
Sweden. VTI Report 244A.

* J.A. Ejsmont, S. Taryma, "Halas opon samochodow osobowych poruszajacych
sie po suchych nawierzchniach asfaltowych i betonowych", Doctoral Thesis,
Technical University of Gdansk, 1982 (in Polish).

 

. FACILITY

. Inner/outer drum .7

. Drum diameter:

. Powered/ unpowered drum during
measurements .7

. Stationary / moving microphone .7

. Car cruising / coasting .7

. Type of car/ trailer/facility used:

. Background noise during
measurements .'

0N DRUM

Outer

1.5 m

Powered

 

Trailer: Tiresonic Mk2

LA = 22.6 + 13.3 In v /§
LA A weighted sound level,

V - speed (km/h)

0N ROAD

Moving

Cruising

Trailer: Tiresonic Mk2 towed by
Polski Fiat 125 P

50 km/h: 79 dB(A) /§
70 km/h: 82 dB(A) /§
90 km/h: 87 dB(A) /§

  

. MICROPHONE LOCATION

. Micr. height above contact plane:

.Micr. lateral distance from
contact surface:

. Angle, in vertical plane:

. Angle, in horizontal plane .'

ON'DRMM

0.23 m

0.23 m

45°

150°

ON ROAD

--

*_ -

<

-
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CARD No 3 /2

  

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes Yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective
surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf close to meas. area: Semi-anechoic chamber < ---

D. Thickness of absorbents : 25 mm «b...

E. Test of deviation from free-field: Average diff. of sound 1eve15 < ---
due to the chamber: -0.68 dB(A)

F. Windscreen .7 No <.___

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

' t e 0 tested tires: 6.15-13 I151 USSR < -
A. sue yp f 6.45-13 I130A USSR

165$B13 D81 Stomi]
165$R13 S9 Stomi]
165R13 M1166 USSR
155$R13 D124, Stomi]
165$R13 D124 Stomi]
165$R13 $25 Stomi]
165$R13 E1 OBRPO/PG
165$R13 E2 OBRPO/PG
5.60813 D62 Stomii
135SR13 CN54 Pire11i
165$R13 Siick OBRPO
165SR13 D201 Victoria
205/605R13 Racing Stomii
165/7DSR13 CY Barum /*

_ 185/70$R13 S8 Stomi]
B. Number of tires tested during each 1 uu

run :
C. Number of tires tested (overall): 26 «an

D. Drum/road surface types Smooth steel, Asphalt concrete,
(i textures: Repiica road surface NE-1 Cement concrete.

(RMS vaiue of the texture
profiie: 0.52 mm).

E. Test loads: 3150 N ---_

F. Tire inflation pressure: 150 kpa <____

G. Test Speed: 60, 80, 100, 120 km/h «m-

5. MEASUREMENTS & EVALUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique .7 No No

les avera ed: Standard error of the <----
3' Number of samp 8 mean: 0.5 dB(A)

C. Integration time: Siow <___-

D. Overall weighted values compared? Yes

E. Spectra compared .7 Yes

F. Correction used .7 Noise was p1otted against speed.
The vaiues of the regression 1ine
at the nominai speeds were used
instead of the resp. measured
vaiues
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CARD No 3 /3

RESULTS

. Correlation obtained: R=0.91 for NE-1/Asphalt, R=0.93 for Steel drum/Asphalt,
|R=0.98 for NE 1/Cement concrete, R=0.70 for Steel drum/Cement concrete.
For combination NE-1/Asphalt, when tires were grouped according to the tread
pattern: R=0.97 for summer treads, R=0.93 for M+S treads and R=0.98 for smooth tires.

The correlation includes the speed effect. When speed effect is excluded, R = 0.8l
for smooth steel drum and R = 0.82 for drum surface NE 1 versus road data.

*

Difference in noise speed relations .' LA = A + B ln V, average coefficients: /
IAsphalt concrete A = 19.7 B = 17
Cement concrete A = 35 B = 14
Steel drum = 28.7 B = 15.4

= 15.4 B = 16.1NE-1 dru A
. Difference in overan levels: . _ . _ .

lYes, probably due to differences in textures, but it was pOSSible to predict road values
from drum results by using a special regression technique.

. Difference in spectral characteristics: Yes, but it was possible to predict road spectra from drum
.spectra by using a special regression technique.

, Difference in tire ranking: Marginal differences.
I

 

CONCLUSIONS

. Author s own conclusions ; "... The results . . . . .. show that there is no significant difference
between onethe-road and drum measurements /after correction/§ provided the following conditions
are observed:

1. The drum surface texture is approximately the same as the road surface texture.
2. The microphone location is the same.
3. The acoustical environment is similar ...

The drum covered with replica road surface NE-i provides better correlation with road measurements
than steel one (especially for correlation with the cement concrete). Grouping tires according to
the type of tread pattern is very profitable for correction of drum results.

. Reviewer s conclusions:
1

  

COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
1
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS - CARD No4 /I

AUTHOR /s/ : J.M. Hinds
(Ford Nerke AG)

TITLE OF REPORT: A Car Manufacturer's View on Tyre Noise ReguTations

YEAR OF REPORT: 1979

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA : Published in "Proceedings of the International] Tire Noise Conference,
Stockholm 1979 . STU- information No 168-1980, The NationaT Swedish
Board for TechnicaT DeveTopment, Stockholm.

COMPANION REPORTS :

 

I. FACILITY _V ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum ? Outer

B. Drum diameter: ?

C. Powered/unpowered drum during Unpowered
measurements .7

D. Stationary / moving microphone .7 - Stationary

E. Car cruising /coasting .7 Coasting

F. Type of car/trailer/facility used: Cortina 2.0 Cortina 2,0

G. Background noise during

  

measurements .'

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Miér. height above contact plane: q20.3 m /§ 1.2 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from 0.3 m 7,5 m
contact surface :

C. Angle, in vertical plane: «450 /§ 9°

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: - 90°
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D
D

h
i
s
?

21

ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS

. RefIective road/floor ?

. Distance to nearest reflective
surf other than drum or road:

Absorbing surf close to meas. area :

. Thickness of absorbents :

. Test of deviation from free-field :

Windscreen .7

ON DRUM

CARD No 4 /2

ON ROAD

Yes

 

TEST PARAMETERS

. Size & type of tested tires:

Number of tires tested during each
run :

. Number of tires tested (overall) :

. Drum/road surface types
& textures :

. Test loads:

. Tire inflation pressure:

. Test speed:

ON DRUM

1

4 ?

Chip and tar

110 - 30 km/h

ON ROAD

4

3

Concrete,
Aspha1t /?

70, 90 km/h

  

MEASUREMENTS & EVALLMTION

A. Special measuring technique 7

a
1

1
m
e

. Number of samples averaged:

. Integration time:

Overall weighted values compared?

. Spectra compared ?

Correction used ?

(UV ILRLLNI

No

Yes

No

No

0N ROAD

No

No
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CARD No 4 /3

(i 1Q1£SLLL7WS

A. Correlation obtained: Not investigated.
I

3- Difference in noise-speed relations : Doubiing of speed produced 10 - 12 dB(A) increase of noise
iduring Tab measurements and 8 - 12 dB(A) increase on the road.

C. Difference in overall_ levels: The maximum difference between coast-by noise Teveis was 4 dB(A)
icompared with the 8 dB(A) measured on the drum.

D, Difference in spectral characteristics Not investigated.
I

E. Difference in tire ranking: The rank order of the tires tested on the concrete surface was the
'same as on the drum covered by surfaces with simiTar roughness. 0n the smoother road
surfaces the rank order changed.

Z. (3CLNKZLJISTZIAHY

A. Author s own conclusions: "... Work carried out by Ford U.S. Research indicated that a chassis
dynamometer couid be used to seiect tyres forfurtherinvestigation on the road ..."

B. Reviewer s conclusions: The rank order of the tires seems to be the same on drum as on road
provided the surface texture is the same, but the range of TeveTs measured stiTT seems to be
bigger on the drum than on the road.

8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
I
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES or TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-
MENTS ON DRUMS

AUTHOR /s/:

TITLE OF REPORT:

YEAR OF REPORT:

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA:

COMPANION REPORTS :

AND ROADS CARD N05 /4

S.A. Lippmann, K.A. Reid
(UniroyaT Tire Co.)

A Laboratory Procedure for Measuring the Sound Level of Truck Tires

1976

Published in P-70 "Highway Tire Noise." Paper 762015. Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., WarrendaTe,1977.

* D.G. Anderson, T. Benchea, F.E. Matyja, "Round Robin Testing with SAE
057a". PubTished in P-70 "Highway Tire Noise." Paper 762013. Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., WarrendaTe,1977.

** S.A. Lippmann, "The EnvironmentaI, CommerciaI and ReguTatory ImpIications
of SAE Recommended Practice 057a for Truck Tire Sound LeveTs." Puinshed
in P-70 "Highway Tire Noise." Paper 762035. Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., WarrendaIe,1977.

   

1. FACILITY ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Outer

B. Drum diameter: 1/ 2.13 m, II/ 3.05 m

C. Powered /unpowered drum during powered __
measurements .7

D. Stationary / moving micrOphone .7 - ' ' Stationary

E. Car cruising / coasting ? Coasting

F. Type of car/"ailer/facility used: 5 faciTities and 5 different
test grounds

G. Background noise during 71.8 dB(A) on the average,
measurements . 69.8 dB(A) for Laredo test

grounds

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION 0N DRUM ON ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane 0.075 m 1, 2 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from 0-915 m 15.25 m
contact surface .°

C. Angle, in vertical plane: 4.570 4.570

D. Angle, in horizontal plane : 135O
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CARD No 5/2

 

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor ? Yes Yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective
surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf close to meas. area: Yes

D. Thickness of absorbents :

E. Test of deviation from free-field: No

F. Windscreen ?

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Size& type of tested tires: 19.00X20, 10.00 R20 /* <-
Bias rib, bias cross,
radia] rib /*

B. dumber of tires tested during each 1 4 tires on the rear axle /*
C. Number of tires tested (overall): 8 sets, 4 tires/set /*

. Drum/road surface types Smooth stee] 5 different concrete surfaces/*

  

& textures:

E. Test loads: ____>/? 21170 N / *

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: _____Z? 805 km/h /*

5. MEASUREMENTS & EVALUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique .7 Yes Yes

B. Number of samples averaged: 8 sammes for each facility

. Integration time: Slow

.
H
I

J
b
O

. Overall weighted values compared?

. Spectra compared .7

Correction used ?

Yes

Yes (A-weighted)

" Frequency and background noise correction" (6 SPF- 131 PY OCEdUFG)
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CARD No 5 /3

6. RESULTS

A. Correlation obtained: Correlation coefficient is not specified. Value calculated by the reviewer:
I R = 0.965, obtained after the application of some special corrections to the

raw data. Correlation for the raw data seems to be 0.76 (calculated by the
reviewer). Speed effect is not included.

B. Difference in noise-speed relations: Not investigated.
I

C. Difference in overall levels: Up to 5 dB(A) difference from the regression line (after correction).
I

D, Difference in s ectral characteristics: Levels obtained on the drum were higher at about 20 - 22 dB
.for requencies 700 - 1500 Hz. Above 1500 Hz the difference was increasing 11 - 14 dB/octave.
Below 700 Hz the difference was increasing 6 dB/octave.

E. Difference in tire ranking: Marginal,after correction , but severe concerning raw data.
I 

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Author s own conclusions: "... tires whose sound levels are in the order of 70 - 75 dB cannot be
measured precisely with SAE's Recommended Practice, J57a and the lower values could not be measured
at all. Background noise sets a limit to how the level of tire noise can be developed or regulated
with the J57a procedures as the measuring tool ..."

. it appears that the drum test, including the adjustment of data for frequency content and
extraneous noise, provides evaluations of the same significance as does the SAE J57a test procedure ..."

. . it appears that a new testing procedure is needed for the emerging requirements of the nation ...
A companion paper /762015/ . . . . .. considers these factors and offers a testing method that appears
to meet the new objectives." /**

B. Reviewer s conclusions .' Notwithstanding the conclusion about impossibility of precise measurements
of quiet tires, the auther examined one tire with a level 0f 43 dB(A) after CorrecthH (70 dB(A)
before), three tires from the range of 60 70 dB(A) (7O - 75 dB(A) before correction) and four tires
from the range 70 - 75 dB(A) (75 77 dB(A)). In any way,it seems that due to the number of experiments
and facilities used during the road measurements the data presented by the author are valuable and
prove high correlation between lab and road tests.

Correlations and rankings are not all right when using raw data, but acceptable after special correc-
tions.

  

8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
I
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS

AUTHOR /s/ :

TITLE OF REPORT:

YEAR OF REPORT:

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA :

COMPANION REPORTS :

AND ROADS CARD No 6 /4

J. Pope, w.c. ReynoIds
(Stanford University, USA)

Basic Studies of Automobile Tire Noise

1978

Technica] Report Number TNS-I. Puinshed by Thermoscience Division,
Department of MechanicaI Engineering, Stanford University, USA.

*-J. Pope, w.c. ReynoIds; "Tire Noise in the Laboratory - the Significance
of Roadwheei Surface Treatment", Published in "Proceedings of the
InternationaI Tire Noise Conference, StockhoIm, 1979".

 

1. FACILITY

  

ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Outer

B. Drum diameter: 1.71 m ...__. -

C. Powered / unpowered drum during
measurements .7

D. Stationary / moving microphone .7 # Stationary

E. Car cruising /coasting ? Coasting

F. Type of car/ trailer/facility used:

G. Background noise during for 100 km/h.
' measurements: 51 dB(A) and 67 dB(C)

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 0.228 m 1.2 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from 0_912 m 15 m

contact surface :

C. Angle, in vertical plane: 140 4.50

D. Angle, in horizontal plane : 0°
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CARD No 6 /2

   

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes Yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective
surf other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf. close to meas. area : Yes

D. Thickness of absorbents : 150 mm of fiberglass
. . . + 10 mm of foam.

E. Test of devzatton from free-field: Uncertainties due to "room
effect" :3 dB at 500 Hz and
:1 dB above 1 kHz.

F. Windscreen .7

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Size& type of tested tires: 175R13 on 4; JX-13 rims «u-
Tread patterns hand cut into
originally "blank" bodies.
Single polyester body ply
and two steel belts.

. . /?
B. Number of tires tested during each 1 4

run .'
C. Number of tires tested (overall):

D. Drum/road surface types 3M Safety Walk (rough),
& textures; Con Tact "paper" (smooth)

E. Test loads: 2.5 and 1.0 kN

F. Tire inflation pressure: 180 kPa

G. Test speed:

5. MEASUREMENTS & EWLIMTION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique 7 No No

B. Number of samples averaged :

C. Integration time:

D. Overall weighted values compared ? yes

E. Spectra compared ? Yes

F. Correction used .7 No No
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CARD No 6 /3

6. RESULTS

A. Correlation obtained: Not investigated,
l

B. Difference in noise-speed relations: Not investigated.
l

C, Difference in overall levels .' Road measurements showed at most 3 dB(A) difference between the noise
Ifrom blank and commercial tires. In contrast,drum measurements indicated at about 20 dB(A)
difference. This comparison was performed by the author on the base of a literature review
and his own tests.

D Difference in spectral characteristics: Drum results showed higher levels for high frequencies than
' Iroad results.

E. Difference in tire ranking: Not investigated.
I

 

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Author s own conclusions: "The observed differences in tire noise production for highway vs.
ab-roadwheel operation are usually ascribed to variations in the imposed "boundary conditions".
the boundary conditions differ in at least three ways:

0 Aerodynamic flow around the tire.
0 Road surface texture.
o Curvature imparted to the tire by the road ..."

". . Nevertheless, present experience suggests that all significant LRTN /drum/§ observations must
be verified with HTN /road/§ measurements ..."

"For the study of noise production, lab roadwheel operation 01 tires is an imperfect simulation of
on-highway conditions. Caution must be excercized in extrapolating laboratory findings to the highway.
Fundamental trends observed in the lab appear to be applicable to highway operation, but with a re-
distributed emphasis among contribution factors".

B. Reviewer s COIICIuSiOHSI The comparison of drum - road measurements is based on a variety of investi-
gations, and this could perhaps explain some of the discussed controversy.

  

8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA

'The authors do not present any comparison drum - road based on their own experiments. It is a litera-
ture study supplemented by own experience using the laboratory facility (concerning this subject,
which is only part of the report). ~ 
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES or TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD No 7/4

AUTHOR /s/: L. Otto

TITLE OF REPORT: Tyre Noise Measurements Carried Out on Drum Test Benches and on the Road

YEAR OF REPORT: 1982

R DATA : Pubiished by Economic Commission For Europe, Inland Transport Committee,
B'BUOG APH'C TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRRF/

COMPANION REPORTS :

 

I. FACILITY 0N DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Outer

B. Drum diameter: I/ 1.59 m, 11/ 1.7 m,
111/ 2.0 m

C. .Powered/unpowered drum during
measurements ?

  

D. Stationary / moving microphone ? ' ' Stationary

E. Car cruising / coasting .? Coasting

F. Type of car/ trailer/facility used: 3 passenger cars

G. Background noise during Corrected for
measurements :

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION 0N DRUM 0N ROAD

4. Micr. height above contact plane: See card No 7/3 pos. 8 1.2 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from See card No 7/3 pos. 8 7.5 m
contact surface .'

C. Angle, in vertical plane: See card No 7/3 pos. 8 9°

D. Angle, in horizontal plane : See card No 7/3 pos. 8
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CARD No 7 /2

ON ROAD

   

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM

A. Reflective road/floor ? Yes,.but 933 in the plane Yes
B. Distance to nearest reflective Of re/drum contaCt

surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf. close to meas. area:

D. Thickness of absorbents :

E. Test of deviation from free field:

F. Windscreen ?

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

° t t td t' .- 165R13s, ____
A. Slze & ype of ese "es 4 summer ty e tires and

1 snow (M+S§

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 4 /?

C. nginber of tires tested (overall) : 5 5 x 4 /?

D Drum/mad surface types Smooth 512691 New, not used roadway with a
<& textures: concrete pavement

E. Test loads: 3000 N, 3760 N «3000 N

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: 50, 70, 90 km/h ."u

5. MEASUREMENTS & EVALUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique ? No NO

B. Number of samples averaged: 5 or more

C. Integration time: Fast Fast

D. Overall weighted values compared? Yes

E. Spectra compared .7 yes

F. Correctian used ? Correction for background No
noise
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CARD No 7 /3

RESULTS

. Correlation obtained: R=0.93 for a drum 1.7 m (microphone position No. 1) and R=0.90 for a drum 1.7m
(micrOphone position No. 2), at 90 km/h.

The reviewers calculations, based on data given in tables, result in R = 0.70 resp. R = 0.78.
The reason for this contradiction is not known. Maybe the author s R include the speed effect
after all?

Difference in noise-speed relations: Yes.

|

- Difference in overall [eve/S -' 0n the drum, the higher noise emission of M+S tire standed out more
|clearly as compared with the road measurements. Much biggerrange of sound levels between
the tires on the drum than on the road.

, Difference in spectral characteristics: The levels for frequencies over 2000 Hz were higher during
llab measurements. The characteristics on the road were more smooth.

. Difference in tire ranking: Yes,
I

 

CONCLUSIONS

. Author s own conclusions: "... Inflation pressure and the wheel load do practically not influence
the measuring results up to deviations of 5%. For the drum diameter too, no essential influence could
be observed between 1.59 and 2.0 m ..."

"... There is a large extent statistically assured connection between the road measurements and in
particularly the near field measurements on drum test benches with a correlation coefficient of
R=0.93 ..."

". . For a minimum measuring distance of 0.25 m, the distance from the ground should be more than
0.75 m and that to other reflecting surfaces more than 2 m ...

"... /on the drum/§ ... the differences between the tyres can better be seen than it is the case with
the road measurements ..."

. Figures ... show the linear rise of the noise emigsion in the speed range of 50, 70 and 90 km/h
at measuring point 1 .../and during road measurements/ ..."

. Reviewer s conclusions:

The author's conclusion about the linear rise of the noise emission in the speed range 50 90 km/h
seems to be controversial in relation to other investigations.

The author's conclusion about the high correlation using the smooth steel drum could not be verified
by the reviewers' calculations based on the same (?) data. It seems that the correlation is lower for
the lower speeds.

  

. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
Microphone locations:

1. 0.2+0.5-(tire width) under an angle of 450 in the axle plane about 1 m from the ground.

2. 1 m under an angle of 450 in the plane about 1 m from the ground,

3. 1 m parallel to the rolling surface of the drum in the axle plane 1 m from the ground,

4. Vertically 1 m above the point where the tire first contacts the drum,

5. 1 m under an angle of 450 from the point where the tire first contacts the drum.

6. 1 m under an angle of 450 from the point where the tire leaves the drum,

7. Vertically 1 m above the point where the tire leaves the drum.

All of the measured wheels were placed in the horizontal plane of the drum.
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD No s/I

AUTHOR/s/: U. Sandberg, S-O. Lundkvist
(Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute)

TITLE OF REPORT ; E>§ternt d'a'ckbuIIer p5 v'agbeI'aggningar av typ enkeI och dubbeI ytbehandIing.
BiIaga: DackbuIIermatningar pa Iaboratorietrumma jamfbrda med teoretiska
dackmOnster-studier.

YEAR OF REPORT: 1978

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA : Puinshed in VTI MeddeIande No 131, 1978, Swedish Road and Traffic Research
Institute, 3-581 01 LinkOping, Sweden (in Swedish).

COMPANION REPORTS :

   

I. FACILITY ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Outer

B. Drum diameter: 1.7 m ""

C. Powered/unpowered drum during power-ed _____.__.

measurements ?

D. Stationary / moving microphone ? "' "_'_ Stationary

E. Car cruising / coasting ? - - Coasting

F. Type of car/ trailer/facility used: VOWO 245

0- BOG/ 870qu "Oi-93 during >10 dB beIow meas. vaIue >10 dB beIow meas. vaIue
measurements :

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: m0.05 In /§ 1,2 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from 0.2 m 7,5 m

contact surface:

C. Angle, in vertical plane: 200-300 /§ 90

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: 3 positions:
450, 900, 135°
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CARD No a /2

   

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes, but n_o_t in the plane Yes. d .
B. Distance to nearest reflective Of twe/ rum contaCt >50 m

surf. other than drum or road: 0.8 m

C. Absorbing surf close to meas. area: 0.3 m No

D. Thickness of absorbents .' 0 .1 m

E. Test of deviation from free-field :

F. Windscreen .7 Foam windscreen 100 m. an"

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Size& type of tested tires: 185 SR 13 Firestone < ---
Cavaliino

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 4
run :

C. Number of tires tested (overall) .' 1 4

D. Drum/road surface types Smooth stee] 4 asphaH; concretes,
& textures: 2 surf. dressings

E. Test loads: 3.4 - 3.9 kN uu

F. Tire inflation pressure .' As recommended <----

0 Test Speed: 30, 70, 90, 110 km/h 90 km/h

5. MEASUREMENTS & EWLUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique ? Averaging of results No
from 3 micr. positions

B. Number of samples averaged: 1 (3 men) 5

C. Integration time: 64 s (21 5 per micr. 0.25 5 (fast)
location)

D. Overall weighted values compared? N0

E. Spectra compared .7 Yes

F. Correction used .7 No
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CARD No 8/3

axmum

A. Correlation obtained: Not investigated.
I

B. Difference in noise speed relations: Not investigated.
I

C. Difference in overall levels: Not investigated,
l

' nce in s ectr 1 characteristics Yes, isever e- H19 frequencms (2 ' 4 kHz) on drum were mUChD~ D'ffere Istronger than on roads.

E. Difference in tire ranking: Not investigated.
I

 

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Author s own conclusions: Steei drum measurements give different spectrum to that obtained on roads.
lThe best simiiarity is between the steei drum and the smoothest asphait concrete surface. On drum, only
tread frequencies seem to be generated, which is not the case on the roads.

B. Reviewer s conclusions: Drum spectra have much higher leveis at high frequencies than road
measurements. Leve1s at 10w frequenc1es are very 10w on the drum surface.

  
8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA

I
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TlRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD No 9/4

AUTHOR/s/: E. Stusnick, K.J. PTotkin
(NyTe Laboratories, WyTe Research, ArTington, Virginia, USA)

11115 OF REPORT; The Effect of Pavement Roughness on Near-Fier Tire Noise

YEAR OF REPORT:

BIBLIOGRAPHK; DATA 1 Paper presented at the 102nd meeting of the AcousticaT Society of America.

COMPANION REPORTS : * E. Stusnick, K.J. PTotkin, "EvaTuation of a Simulated Road Texture for
the Testing of Tire/Road Noise." NR 82-3. PubTished by NyTe Research,
ArTington, Virginia 22202.

 

1. FACILITY 0N DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Outer

B. Drum diameter: 1.7 m

C. Powered/unpowered drum during
measurements ?

D. Stationary /moving microphone ? ' " ' Moving

E. Car cruising/coasting .7

  

F. Type of car/trailer/fac ility used: 1977 White FreightTiner ModeT
8664T

G. Background noise during
measurements :

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 0.15 m 6* «u.--
and 0.1

B. Micr. lateral distance from 0,8 m /§ *___
contact surface:

C. Angle, in vertical plane:

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: 3 positions; *--_
I/ 00
I I/ 900
III/ 1800
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CARD No 9 /2

 

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor ? Yes Yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective
surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf. close to meas. area: Semi-anechoic chamber No

D. Thickness of absorbents .' 150 mm of fiberglass

E. Test of deviation from free-field:

F. Windscreen? No Yes

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Size& type of tested tires: 11x22.5 ..__-
Goodrich Milesaver, Steel Radial, Lug,
Goodrich Milesaver, Steel Radial, Rib,
Firestone Power Drive, Nylon Bias, Crossbar,
Firestone TranSport I, Nylon Bias, Rib,
(all tires were tubeless).

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 1
run :

C. Number of tires tested (overall): 4 4

D. Drum/road surface types Smooth steel roadwheel, Steel. plate embedded in roadway,
& textures: Replica resin mold of concrete, Interstate concrete roadway,

Replica resin mold of asphalt. Unsealed asphalt roadway.

E. Test loads: 75 % of max. rated load /*

Ha. Tire inflation pressure:

. Test speed :

50, ?* 100 % of max. rated
load * /*
Rated pressure / Max. rated pressure

32, 56, 80 km/h /* *

  

MEASUREMENTS & EVALIMTION

A. Special measuring technique 7

ha
N
P
i
b
Q

. Number of samples averaged .'

. Integration time :

. Overall weighted values compared?

Spectra compared .7

Correction used ?

ON DRUM ON ROAD

Yes

Yes
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CARD No 9/3

RESULTS

. lation ained° R=0.897 for real roads versus road wheels with replica road surfaces (micr.pos. No.
A cone I? and R=0.957 for real roads and plain steel drum (micr. position No. II). For all micr.

positions together R=0.91 and R=0.85 resp.

The high correlation coefficient probably includes the speed effect. If the speed effect is
eliminated the correlation seems to be quite poor of the smooth steel drum but better on
the replica road surfaces./§

Difference in noise-speed relations : No significant differences in micr. positions II and III for
[paired comparisons of values on replica road surface on drum versus road. For micr. positionI some differences. For steel drum the differences were significant and the increase of sound
level with speed was more rapid.

. Difference in overall [eve/S! 0n the steel drum the results were higher than on real roads
I(5.6 dB(A) on the average). 0n the drum covered with re licas the results were nearly
the same (higher only at about 0.5 dB(A) on the average?

. Difference in spectral characteristics: There was no dramatic differences between spectral shapes.
.The replica tends to agree better with the real surface than does the steel.

. Difference in tire ranking:
I

 

CONCLUSIONS

. Author s own conclusions: "Replica surface roadwheel produces near-field sound levels that are in
ibetter agreement with real surface data than does a steel surface roadwheel.

"The replica surfaces provided a very good simulation of the real surfaces. Both A-weighted levels
and spectral shapes showed better agreement between real and replica than between real and smooth
steel." /*

"Comparison between steel roadwheel data and data from a flat steel plate showed good agreement.
It is concluded that texture mattersmore than curvature for noise evaluation. /*

"Tire noise on a steel surface is deterministic, and exhibits the characteristics of the tire.
Tire-road noise on a textured surface has a significant random element, which can be of critical
importance in evaluating the practical value of potential noise-related tire modifications." /*

. Reviewer s conclusions:
l

  

COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
l
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD No10/I

AUTHOR /s/: s. UIIrT'ch
(BundesanstaIt fUr Strassenwesen)

TITLE OF REPORT; Untersuchungen zur ET'gnung des InnentrommeIprUfstandes der BundesanstaIt fiir
die Messung von Reifenger uschen.

YEAR OF REPORT: 1977

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA :

T : * 5. Which, "Das RoIIgera'usch von Personenwagen aus FreT'feIduntersuchungen
COMPANION REPOR 8 I'm VergIeT'ch zu soIchen am LauftrommeIprUfstand", ATZ 8/1974

   

1. FACILITY ON DRUM _ ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Inner

B. Drum diameter: 3.8 m

7
C. Powered/unpowered drum during Unpowered / '

measurements ?

_ *

D. Stationary / moving microphone .7 ' ' StatTDnary /

. *

E. Car cruising/coasting .7 -- - - CoastTng /

F. Type of car/ trailer/facility used:

G. Background noise during >9 dB(A) beIow meas. vaIue
measurements :

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

*

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 2 positions: 1.8 m /
I/ 0.1 m above the drum surf.
II/ 1.3 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from 1/ 0,5 m 7.5 m /*
contact surface : II/ 4 m

. 0 /§
C. Angle, in vertical plane: 13_5

D. Angle, in horizontal plane . O0 and 1800
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ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS

Reflective road/floor .7

Distance to nearest reflective
surf. other than drum or road:

. Absorbing surf. close to meas. area:

. Thickness of absorbents :

. Test of deviation from free-field:

Windscreen ?

CARD No 10 /2

ON DRUM 0N ROAD

Yes Yes

m0.5 m /§

 

TEST PARAMETERS

. Size & type of tested tires :

0N ROAD

- 7

ON DRUM

Michelin ZX 165-13, Steel radial,
Conti T5771 155$R15, Steel/rayon radial,
Conti Record 6.40-13, Nylon diagonal,
Conti TT714 155SR15, Rayon radial,
Fulda Kristall 175$R14, Steel radial,
Conti 5.60-15, Rayon diagonal.

  

?
B. Number of tires tested during each 1 4 /

run .°
C. Number of tires tested (overall) : 6

D- Drum/mad Surface types Cement concrete with a Cement concrete (new and rough)
(i textures: "normal" road-like Cement concrete (not specified)

texture ("polished") Chipped mastic asphalt

E. Test loads: 2.5 kN

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: 60, 80, 100 km/h

5. MEASUREMENTS & E WiLUATION 0N DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Special measuring technique ? 2 microphones <----

B. Number of samples averaged :

C. Integration time:

D. Overall weighted values compared? No

E. Spectra compared ? Yes

F. Correction used ? No No
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CARD No 10 /3

RESULTS

. Correlation obtained: Not investigated.
I

Difference in noise_speed relations ; Siightiy greater in uence of speed during road than during

ldrum measurements.

. Difference in overall levels :Reiative differences between tires of different construction:

uNyiyn - Steel on road: 4.9 dB(A); on drum: 5.0 dB(A) (Micr. pos. No I) and 4.8 dB(A)

(Micr. pos. No II).

. Difference in spectral characteristics: For frequencies above 400 Hz the spectra were simiiar.

I

. Difference in tire ranking: Not investigated.
I

 

CONCLUSIONS

. Author s own conclusions: The conformity between road and drum resuits (micr. pos. No II) is

'satisfactory.

. Reviewer's conclusions: The way of presentation of resuits makes impossibie to perform any more
.detailed comparison of resuits obtained in 1ab and on the road.

  

ICOMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD No11/4

AUTHOR/§/: & M1Mch
(Bundesansta1t fUr Strassenwesen)

T|TLE OF REPORT ; Ger'a uschmessungen von PKW Reifen am Innentrommelpr'iifstand der Bundesansta t
f r Strassenwesen

YEAR OF REPORT: 1978

A : Zwischenbericht zum Forschungsauftrag Nr 3.093 B 78 M. Pubh shed by: Bundes-
BIBUOGRAPH'C DAT ansta1t fiir Strassenwesen

COMPAMON REPORTS ; * S."U11r1'ch, "Messungen des Rnger'a'usches von PKw Reifen am Innentromme1-
prufstand und an der Strasse auf versch1edenen Be159en und Texturen",
Pub1ished by: Bundesansta1t fUr Strassenwesen, 2. Zwischenbericht zum
Forschungsauftrag Nr 3.093 B 78 M

   

I. FACILITY ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Inner

B. Drum diameter: 3.8 m - -

C. Powered/unpowered drum during Unpowered
measurements .7

D. Stationary / moving microphone .7 "" "-'- Stationary

E. Car cruising /coasting ? _______. Coasting

F. Type of car/trailer/facility used:

G. Background noise during >9 dB(A) below meas. va1ue,
measurements: high 1eve1 of noise below

300 HZ

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 1-2 m 1.8 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from 4.7 m 7,5 m
contact surface:

C. Angle, in vertical plane: 13.50

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: 40°
400 and 130° /*
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CARD No 11 /2

   

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor ? Yes yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective 0,5 m /§
surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf close to meas. area:

D. Thickness of absorbents :

E. Test of deviation from free-field:

F. Windscreen ?

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Size& type of tested tires: 155$R15 Steei/rayon, «an /?
6240-13 Nyion,
155$R15 Rayon,
5-60-15 Rayon.

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 4
run :

C. Number of tires tested (overall) :

D. Drum/road surface types Cement concrete, "New, rough, non-poh'shed
(Q textures: Aspha1t concrete. different surfaces"

E. Test loads:

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: 135 _ 55 km/h

5. MEASUREMENTS & EWILUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique .7

u
T
U
N
E
D

. Number of samples averaged:

. Integration time:

Overall weighted values compared?

. Spectra compared ?

Correction used .7

The resu1ts obtained for two
directions of tire rotation
were averaged.

S1ow

Yes

Yes

correction of the results .
With LA = A + log V equation
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CARD No 11/3

6. RESULTS

A. Correlation obtained: Not investigated.
I

B. Difference in noise-speed relations : Slightly greater in uence of speed during road measurements.

I

C. Difference in overall levels: Average sound level on the asphalt-covered drum was 3 dB(A) lower than
Ion the cement concrete. 0n the road,the values were identical /§.

D. Difference in spectral characteristics: Good agreement above 300 Hz.

I

E. Difference in tire ranking: No important differences.
I

 

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Author's own conclusions: The sound level generated by tires depends on the direction of tire
Irotation. The segmented surface of the drum generates extra noise due to the joints and must be

smoothed.

B. Reviewer s conclusions:
l

  

8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
I
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TlRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD N012 /4

AUTHOR/s/: J.C. waTker, D.J. Major
(Tyre Research Dept.,Dun10p Ltd.)

TITLE OF REPORT; Noise Generated at the Tyre-Road Interface

YEAR OF REPORT: 1974

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA : Paper presented at the Annua] Conference of the Stress Anaiysis Group of the
Institute of Physics: "Stress, Vibration and Noise Anaiysis in Vehicies",
University of Aston in Birmingham, Engiand.

COMPANION REPORTS :

 

I. FACILITY ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum .7 Outer

B. Drum diameter: 1.52 m

C. Powered/unpowered drum during Powered
measurements ?

D. Stationary/ moving microphone ? ' -' Stationary

E. Car cruising /coasting ? - Coasting

F. Type of car/ trailer/facility used: Rover 2000

G. Background noise during

  

measurements :

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 1,2 m

B. Micr. lateral distance from 0.5 m 7.5 m
contact surface :

C. Angle, in vertical plane: 90

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: 3 gositions: /§
30 , 900, 1500
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CARD No 12 /2

   

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective car body
surf: other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf: close to meas. area:

D. Thickness of absorbents :

E. Test of deviation from free-field: More than 5 dB drop in
sound level when the
tire/microphone distance
was doubled

F. Windscreen .7

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

' t t td t' .- 165-14 ..____
4' SW ype of en? "es Blank tread, plain ribbed,

ribbed and multi-slotted,
winter

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 4
run :

C. Number of tires tested (overall) .-

D. Drum/road surface types Smooth steel Hand laid mastic asphalt,
& textures: sand car-pet smooth asphalt,

Delugrip,
Motorway BS 594

E. Test loads: Weight of the car: 12500 N

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: 64 km/h *u-

5. MEASUREMENTS & EVALUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique .7 3 microphones No

tn
>
1
.

l
e

. Number of samples averaged:

. Integration time :

. Overall weighted values compared?

Spectra compared .7

Correction used .7

Samples from 3 micr.

Yes

No

No

6 or 10, standard error of the
mean 0.23 dB(A) and 0.18 dB(A)

No
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CARD No 12/3

6. RESULTS

A. Correlation obtained; Not investigated- However, the reviewers' calculations on the basis of reported
[values show good correlation for steel drum versus very smooth roads, but poor correlation
with a "motorway" surface.

B. Difference in noise speed relations : Not investigated.

l

C. Difference in overall levels : For blank tires the noise levels were 1 - 2 dB(A) lower on the drum than

Ion the smooth asphalt and mastic asphalt and 8 dB(A) lower than on the motorway. For rib

and microsiotted tires: 3dB(A) and 1 dB(A) higher, reSpectively. For M+S tires: 18 dB(A)

higher on all of the surfaces.

D. Difference in spectral characteristics: N013 investigated

I

E. Difference in tire ranking: No.
I

 

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Author 5 own conclusions:
I

B. Reviewer s conclusions: The difference between M+S and blank tires reaches 18 dB(A) on the smooth

I drum and only 2 dB(A) on motorway type surface. It indicates that steel drum enhances individual

properties of tread patterns.

 

 
8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA

I
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW or COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD N013 /4

AUTHOR/s/z J.C. NaIker, R.D. Oakes

TITLE OF REPORT: Tyre/Road Interaction Noise

YEAR OF REPORT: 1980

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA : Published in: VDI Berichte No 268, 1980 (FISITA Congress 1980)

MpANI N REPORTS : * J.C. NaIker, "The Reduction of Noise by AppIying Basic Design PrincipTes
CO 0 to Roads and Tyres", Paper 762031. PubTished in: "Highway Tire Noise",

Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., Warrendale 1977

** J.C. WaIker, A.R.wiIIiams,"The Improvement of Noise and Traction due to
Road/Ryre Interaction." Puinshed in: "Proceedings of the InternationaI
Tire Noise Conference, StockhoIm, 1979". STU-information No 168-1980,
The National Swedish Board for TechnicaI DeveIopment, StockhoIm, Sweden

 

1. FACILITY ON DRUM 0N ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum .7 Outer

B. Drum diameter: 1.52 m

C. Powered/unpowered drum during Powered
measurements .7

D. Stationary/ moving microphone .7 ' ' Stationary

E. Car cruising[coasting ? - -- - Coasting

F. Type of car/ trailer/facility used:

G. Background noise during

  

measurements :

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 0.15 m /§ 1.2 m /§

B. Micr. lateral distance from 0.8 m 7.5 m /*
contact surface :

C. Angle, in vertical plane: 10° /§ 90 /§

D. Angle, in horizontal plane .' 900
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CARD No 13 /2

 

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes yes

B. Distance to nearest reflective 0.3 m
surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf. close to meas. area:

D. Thickness of absorbents :

E. Test of deviation from free field: More than 5 dB dr0p in
sound level when the
tire/micrOphone distance
was doubled

F. Windscreen ?

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

' ' - 165-14 .___A. Size& type of tested tires. Mock winter pattern,

plan rib, ribs and
microslots, blank tread

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 4
run : .

C. Number of tires tested (overall),

D. Drum/road surface types Replicas of: Real surfaces No. I-V below:

  

(k textures: I/ Delugrip, max. aggregate size:10 mm,
11/ Hot rolled asphalt BS 594, 19 mm precoated chippings,
III/Surface dressing, 10 mm chippings,
IV/ Lateral brushed concrete, brush marks 1 to 2.5 mm deep

and 3 mm apart.
V/ Lateral grooved concrete, grooves 10 mm wide and

30 to 55 mm apart,
VI/ Smooth steel,
VII/Safety Walk.

E. Test loads: 3.4 kN 4..-..-

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: 64 km/h <.--_

52 .AlliA UIZl MIEUVTTSi&:IZKAIXZAIYEHV' ()bl IDIILDMI ()AI 12CL4l)

A. Special measuring technique ? No No

s avera ed: A check of stability of
B. Number of sample 8 the results showed 0.15 dB(A)

drift gver a period of 1 h.
C. Integration time: Fast / Fast

D. Overall weighted values compared? Yes

E. Spectra compared ? No

F. Correction used .7 No No
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CARD No 13 /3

RESULTS

.4. Correlation obtained: "Reasonable correlation" stated by the author, for replica surfaces.
1R = 0.9 - estimated by the reviewer.

R is high also when comparing the steel drum with the smoothest road - otherwise less good -
although the slope of the regression line is very different. '

Difference in noise speed relations : Not investigated.

I

- Immibrence "1 Ove'all [eleL35 The range of overall levels is much higher on the smooth steel drum than
Ion the drum with replica road surfaces as well as on the roads.

. Difference in spectral characteristics: Not investigated-
I

. Difference in tire ranking: No.
l

 

CONCLUSIONS

. Author's own conclusions: "...It would be expected that if the outdoor tests were performed on the
same stretches of road surface at the same state of wear,then the correlation would be closer..."

"...Maintaining the same contact patch length, on the curved drum and the flat road, helps the
accuracy of the correlation..."

"...Indoor drum tests on simulated surfaces, which have been carefully manufactured as true replicas
of actual road surfaces give a fair correlation with pass-by testing from automobile tyres..."

. Reviewer s conclusions: The spread in levels produced by the tires is lower than produced by the
isurface. The steel drum makes noise extremely sensitive to tread pattern.

  

COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
| ,
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW or COMPARATIVE STUDIES or TIRE/ ROAD NOISE MEASURE-

MENTS ON DRUMS AND ROADS CARD N014 /4

AUTHOR /s/: P. Wittwer

T|TLE OF REPORT; Rollger'a'usche von Reifen

YEAR OF REPORT: 1976

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA : Igublished by: Technical College of State of Bern, 2502 Biel, Switzerland,
in German

COMPANION REPORTS ; * A.J. Rosenheck, R.F. Hofmann, P. Wittwer, "Measurement of Automobile Tire
Noise in a Moving Vehicle and Comparison with Drum Measurements."
Published in: "Proceedings of the International Tire Noise Conference,
Stockholm, 1979", STU-information No 168-1980, The National Swedish Board
for Technical Development, Stockholm, Sweden

   

1. FACILITY ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Inner/outer drum? Outer

B. Drum diameter: I/ 0.96 m 11/ 2.0 m ' """"'

C. Powered/unpowered drum during powered
measurements .7

D. Stationary / moving microphone ? """' '"""' Moving

E. Car cruising / coasting ? - Coasting

F- Type Of car/"ailer/facmty 39d: Trailer (Z-Wheeler) Trailer (2-wheeler) towed by
Citroen GS Break 1220 v

. k round noise during '50 km/h: I/ 74.5 dB(A) 50 km/h: >12 dB(A) below meas.
G gigsftrements : II/ 50.0 dB(A) va ue

100 km/th/ 80.0 dB(A) 100 km/h:>I7 dB(A) below meas.
II/ 63.0 dB(A) value

2. MICROPHONE LOCATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Micr. height above contact plane: 0.2 m «n.

B. Micr. lateral distance from m0,5 m /§ <..___
contact surface .'

C. Angle, in vertical plane: r020° /§ < ---

D. Angle, in horizontal plane: 00 <____
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CARD No 14 /2

   

3. ACOUSTIC REFLECTIONS ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Reflective road/floor .7 Yes Yes

. Distance to nearest reflective No.3 m /§ <____
surf. other than drum or road:

C. Absorbing surf close to meas. area: No No

D. Thickness of absorbents .'

E. Test of deviation from free field: No No

F- Windscreen -? Foam windscreens: 90 mm < ---
and 200, 200/450 mm /*

4. TEST PARAMETERS ON DRUM ON ROAD

' t tested tires: 17544 <----
A sued; ype of Miche1in xzx 175$R14,

Continenta] T8772 175HR14,
Dun1op SP Sport Super,
Kleber V1OGT 175HR14,
Pire11i Cinturato CN36 175HR14
Goodyear G8OOS U1tra Grip

B. Number of tires tested during each 1 1
run .°

C. Number of tires tested (overall): 5 6

ad sur ace t es I/ Smooth stee1 Average texture depth
D. zruttggzm - f yp II/ Carborundum 3M/36 0.36 - 1.3 mm,

III/ Carborundum 3M/24 SRT coefficient: 70 - 84
IV/ Poiyester resin .. - u *V/ Chippings 3_5 mm ( Typ1ca1 aspha1t road )

E. Test loads: 4 kN .n..

F. Tire inflation pressure:

G. Test speed: 50, 100 km/h <----

- 5. MEASUREMENTS & EVALUATION ON DRUM ON ROAD

A. Special measuring technique .7 No No

B. Number of samples averaged: 12 s of recording

C. Integration time: Fast Fast

D. Overall weighted values compared? Yes

E. Spectra compared .7 Yes

F. Correction used ? No No
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CARD No 14/3

6. RESULTS

A. Correlation obtained: Correlation coefficients between drum N01 and road (reviewers' calculations):
IR - 0.88 for speed 50 km/h Surface No V on drum (chippings 3 5 mm)

0.85 for speed 100 km/h -"-
0.07 for speed 50 km/h Surface No II on drum (carborandum 3M/36)
0.65 for speed l00 km/h -"-

-0.11 for speed 50 km/h Surface No I on drum (smooth steel drum)
0.21 for speed l00 km/h -"S

U
W
F
U
W
W

B. Difference in noise-speed relations: Small.
|

C. Difference in overall levels: Average differences between results obtained on the drum covered with

lsurface No V and road:
Speed 50 km/h, drum No I: 0.60 dB(A), drum No II: 0.36 dB(A),
Speed100 hn/h, drum No I: 0.42 dB(A), drum No II: 0.70 dB(A).

D. Difference in spectral characteristics: Average road spectra were lower on drum than on road for
,frequencies below 100 Hz and higher for 1000-1800 Hz. Over 1800 Hz road spectra were
similar to those on drum for Speed 50 km/h and were higher for 100 km/h.

E. Difference in tire ranking: Yes.
I

 

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Author's own conclusions: Differences of drum diameter are not important (at least in the range
I1 -2 m). The special replica road surface is needed for drum measurements. The influence of road
surface is more important than influence of tire construction.

"...The best correlation with the road measurements was obtained with the gravel drum surface
(N0 V)/§ ..."/*

"...The correlation between the road and drum measurements (using the gravel drum surface) was
generally good although deviations in the detailed frequency spectra still occured..." /*

"...The spread in levels produced by the currently available brands was 2-3 dB(A). Greater spread
5-10 dB(A) exists among different road surfaces..." /*

B. Reviewer s conclusions: The high correlation coefficient was obtained mainly due to spread of speed.
The spread in levels produced by different tires seems to be exceptionally narrow. This fact is very
unexpected, especially on smooth steel drum which usually produces noise highly dependent on tread
pattern. May be that the position of microphone is responsible for it. It would be interesting to know
how the background noise during road measurements was estimated.

  

8. COMMENTS & ADDITIONAL DATA
l . . . . .
The correlation lS improved as the drum surface 15 changed succes51vely to more road-like textures.
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Review concerning the specific question of the comparability of drum

and road measurements

PAPER No 1

Comparisons: 13 bias-belted car tires tested on smooth steel drum and on

"coarse" asphalt road (on board microphone).

Summary of selected conclusions: The correlation was highly unlinear.

High correlation for block- and lug-treaded tires. No significant differ-

ence in ranking. Surface characteristics of drum and road are important.

Reviewers' comment: The paper seems to support the idea that a smooth

steel drum can be used when, and only when, tires are grouped according

to tread design, and preferably for aggressive treads.

PAPER No 2

Comparisons: 4 car tires tested on drum with smooth steel, worn Safety

Walk and new Safety Walk surfaces. 1 tire tested on 3 road surfaces (on-

board microphone).

Summary of selected conclusions: It is necessary to match the drum and

road textures to improve correlation. Safety Walk and smooth steel drum

might penalize some tread designs which depend on road texture for

proper randomization.

Reviewers' comment: The paper is supporting the view that drum tests

are relevant if, and only if, the drum texture is road-like.

PAPER No 3

Comparisons: 17 car tires tested on smooth steel and replica road drum

surfaces and on asphalt concrete as well as cement concrete roads (on-

board microphone).
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Summary of selected conclusions: Correlation coefficient (speed effect

excluded) is medium high both when using smooth steel and replica road

surface. However, the relation was unlinear for the smooth steel drum if

smooth tread designs were included. Smooth steel drum gives different

frequency spectra than road. Tire ranking is good on both drum surfaces.

Reviewers' comment: The paper is supporting the view that only a

textured drum can give a satisfactory correlation for all tire designs.

PAPER No 4

Comparisons: 3 car tires tested on road imitating drum surface and on

two roads (coast-by).

Summary of selected conclusions: Rank order of tires is the same on

drum and road only if textures are matched. But still there is greater

spread between the tires on the drum than on the road.

Reviewers' comment: The paper is in favour of a drum test if, and only

if, the drum surface is road-like.

PAPER No 5

Comparisons: 8 truck tires tested on smooth steel drum and on 5

different concrete roads.

Summary of selected conclusions: After using a special correction

technique, correlation drum-road and tire ranking is satisfactory. Des

pite this, the spectral characteristics are highly different on the drum

relative to the roads.

Reviewers' comment: Steel drum is unsuitable if raw data are consi-

dered, but after a special correction technique it seems OK if only

overall levels are investigated. It is, however, not certain that the

somewhat strange correction technique is universal. The paper is in
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favour of the smooth steel drum technique for truck tires undercertain

conditions only, e.g. when the severe spectral differences can be

neglected.

PAPER No 6

Comparisons: Basically a literature review. Own tests: Car tires tested

on drum covered with Safety Walk as well as another smoother material.

Summary of selected conclusions: Correlation and ranking not investi-

gated. Severe differences in spectral characteristics and in spread

between tires on drum relative to road.

Reviewers' comment: The paper seems to indicate that the drum surface

should be road-like. Even Safety Walk material is too smooth.

PAPER No 7

Comparisons: 5 car tires tested on smooth steel drum and on a new

concrete road (coast-by).

Summary of authors' own conclusions: The correlation is high although

there are differences in tire ranking. Differences between tires are

higher on the drum. Spectra are different on drum relative to road.

Reviewers' conclusion: The author is in clear favour of the steel drum as

a relevant facility. The reviewers were not able to reproduce the stated

high correlation coefficients - speed effect excluded - based on the

reported values. Ranking and spectral differences also are infavourable

to the drum method.

PAPER No 8

Comparisons: 1 car tire tested on smooth steel drum and 6 roads (coast-

by).
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Summary of selected conclusions: No corelation tested. Spectral differ

ences are severe, e.g. the noise is much more tonal on drum than on any

road.

Reviewers comment. The paper is in non favour of the steel drum

technique.

PAPER No 9

Comparisons: LL truck tires tested on smooth steel as well as two road

replicas on the drum and on similar textures on the road (on-board

microphone).

Summary of selected conclusions: Correlation drum/road is high both

when using smooth steel and road replicas on the drum. Levels were

higher on the steel drum. Spectral characteristics drum - road are more

similar when using replica road surfaces on the drum than when using

smooth steel. Texture matching is very important. Replica surfaces

should be used.

Reviewers' comment: The high correlation is obtained thanks to the

speed effect, unfortunately; not so much due to tire characteristics. The

paper is in clear favour of the drum method if, and only if, textures are

matched.

PAPER No 10

Comparisons: 6 car tires tested on inner drum with "real" road surfaces

and on 3 roads (coast-by).

Summary of selected conclusions: Correlation or ranking not tested, but

spectra were similar and relative differences between tires were consist

ent.
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Reviewers' comment: The paper is in favour of a drum method where the

drum is covered by a road-like material.

PAPER No ll

Comparisons: 4 ('2) car tires tested on inner drum with two "real" road

materials and different roads (coast-by).

Summary of selected conclusions: Tire ranking and spectral characteris-

tics are essentially the same on drum as on road.

Reviewers' conclusion: The paper is in favour of a drum method where

the drum is covered by a road-like material.

PAPER No 12

Comparisons: 4 car tires tested on smooth steel drum and on 1+ roads

(coast-by).

Summary of selected conclusions: No conclusions by the author but it is

evident that the steel drum enhances individual tire tread properties.

Ranking is the same, however. The correlation seems to be good between

smooth steel drum and very smooth roads only.

Reviewers' comment: The paper is in favour of the steel drum tire

ranking is considered and comparison is made only with very smooth

roads.

PAPER No 13

Comparisons: 1+ car tires tested on a drum with smooth steel, Safety

Walk or 5 replica road surfaces and on 5 roads from which the replicas

were made (coast-by).
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Summary of selected conclusions: Correlation and ranking is good for

smooth steel drum versus the smoothest road (only) and for drum with

replica surfaces versus corresponding roads; however, the tire differ-

ences are much enhanced on the smooth steel drum.

Reviewers' comment: The paper is in favour of a drum method, provided

the drum texture is matched to that of the road.

PAPER No 141

Comparisons: 6 car tires tested on drum with smooth steel, carborandur

paper, polyester resin or chippings, and on a "typical" asphalt road.

Summary of selected results: The best correlation drum road was ob-

tained when the drum was covered by a road-like surface. Spectral

differences existed but were moderatein this case. A poor correlation

was obtained when using a smooth steel drum.

Reviewers' comment: The paper is in favour of a drum method if, and

only if, the drum surface is road-like.
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT PRACTICE AND RESULTS

General

In order to get some overview, some "statistics" on the current practice

and the obtained results are presented in the following.

Concerning facility

 

A) Inner/outer drum?

Inner - used in 1 report

Outer - used in 13 reports

B) Drum diameter

For outer drums the range is from 0.96 m to 3.6 m. Of them, 5 were

1.7 m drums. The inner drum diameter was 3.9 m.

C) Powered/unpowered drum during measurements?

 

Powered - in 6 reports

Unpowered - in 4 reports

No information in 4 reports

D) Stationary/moving microphone during the road tests?

 

Stationary - in 9 reports

Moving - in 5 reports

E) Car cruising/coasting?

 

Cruising in 1 report (moving micr. method)

Coasting - in 11 reports (2 moving micr. and 9 stationary micr.

method)

No information - in 2 reports (moving micr. method)
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F) Type of car/facility used

Different passenger cars in 10 of the reviewed reports. In two cases

different trucks and in two cases a trailer towed by a car. One of the

latter had an enclosure.

G) Background noise during measurements

On the drum: At 100 km/h: from 50 dB(A) to 80 dB(A)

Concerning location

 

A) Microphone height above the contact plane

On the drum: Range from 0.05 to 1.2 m; mostly in the range 0.1 -

0.3 m

On the road: For stationary microphone 1.2 and 1.8 m; for moving

microphone 0.05 - 0.23 m

B) Microphone lateral distance from the contact surface

On the drum: Range from 0.2 to 4.7 m; mostly in the range from

0.3 to 0.8 m

On the road: For stationary microphone: 7.5 m (Europe) and 15 m

(USA); for moving microphone: 0.3 - 0.8 m, mostly

around 0.3 m.

C) Angle, in the vertical plane

On the drum: Range from 4.5° to 45°

On the road: For stationary microphone 4.5° and 9°; for moving

microphone 20° and 45°

D) Angle, in the horizontal plane

On the drum: Range from 00 to 1800
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On the road:
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For stationary microphone 900; for moving micro

phone 00, 900, 1500, 1800

Concerning acoustic reflections

A) Reflective road/floor?

 

On the drum:

On the road:

B)

On the drum:

On the road:

C)

Reflective floor - in 10 reports

No reflective floor - in 1 report

No information - in 2 reports

Always reflective road

Distance to nearest reflective surface other than drum or road?

0.3 - 0.8 m, or no reflective surfaces around the

wheel

Usually 0.3 m to the car body and more than 50 m

to the other surfaces (for stationary microphone)

Absorbing surface close to the measurement area?

 

On the drum:

On the road:

D)

Commonly used absorptive cover on close objects

and/or semi-anechoic chamber

For stationary microphone: no absorbing surface.

For moving microphone: semi-anechoic chamber

Thickness of absorbents

 

Usually up to 150 mm of mineral wool or fiberglass

E) Test of deviation from free-field

 

Rarely done
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F) Windscreen on the microphone?

Usually foam windscreen of 100 mm diameter, in one case even

bigger.

6.5 Concerning test parameters

 

A) Size and type of tested tires

 

Most of the tires were radial or bias belted (the latter mostly in

USA). Commercial tread patterns as well as special hand cut designs

were used. Sizesfrom 135 - 13 to H78-15 for passenger car tires and

from 10.00x20 to 11x22.5 for truck tires. The sizes 175 - 14 and 165

13 were most popular among passenger car tires.

B) Number of tires tested during each run

 

For drum measurements, usually 1. For coast-by measurements on

the road: 4. For moving microphone technique (on the road), usually

1.

C) Number of tires tested (overall)

 

On the drum - in total about 80

On the road in total about 170

D) Drum/road surface types and texture

 

Drum surfaces: Replica road surfaces

Smooth steel

Safety walk

Carborundum paper

Cement concrete

Asphalt concrete
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Road surfaces: Asphalt concrete

Cement concrete

Surface dressing

Delugrip

Safety walk

Smooth steel

Test loads

For passenger car tires, the range is 1.0 - 6.2 kN (usually around 3 -

4 kN). For truck tires 21 RN.

Tire inflation pressure

 

Usually as recommended for the particular load.

Test speed

Range 30 135 km/h, usually around 70 km/h. The latter seems to be

a good compromise between S/N ratio, safety and practicability;

especially on the road.

Concerning measurements and evaluation technique

Special measuring technique?

 

Usually no "special" measuring technique was used. In some measure-

ments 2 or 3 microphones were used and the results were averaged. In

one case, the two microphone cross-spectral method of measuring

acoustic intensity was applied. In one case the results obtained for

two directions of tire rotation were averaged.

Number of samples averaged?

 

For some measurements 5 to 10 samples. In most cases no data

available.
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Integration time
-

Fast is used at coast by on road (stationary microphone), otherwise

no evident preferences.

Concerning results

 

A)

B)

C)

Correlation obtained

Usually, correlation between road and laboratory results was higher

than 0.9, independent of road measurement technique. When the tires

were grouped according to the tread patterns the correlation was

even higher. The correlation when using one speed only was less than

for a larger range of speeds. Often, therefore, the high correlation

seems to be due to the noise to-speed relationship rather than to

differences in tires. It seems that higher correlation was obtained

when the texture on the drum was better matched to that of the road

than was the case for a smooth steel drum.

Difference in noise speed relations

Generally there is a good conformity between noise speed relations

obtained during road and laboratory measurements, irrespective of

drum construction or surface. Exception : See fig. 10.

Difference in overall levels

Usually the differencesbetween smooth and aggressive tread pat-

terns were about l5-20 dB(A) bigger on the drum (especially steel

drum) than on the road. It means that the drum (plain steel) is

differentiating between tires in a radically different way.

Overall levels measured on drum or with a moving microphone were

considerably higher than at coast by on roads, due to the difference

in measuring distance. In one case, it was demonstrated that overall

levels were possible to correct to obtain good conformity between

road and lab results.
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D) Difference in spectral characteristics

 

Some reports show good conformity between spectra obtained on the

road and in the lab, but mostly the levels for frequencies over 1500-

2000 Hz were much higher on the drum than on the road. The former

seems to be the case when textures are reasonably matched and the

latter when the drum surface is more smooth.

It was also noted that on the drum (at least the smooth steel drum)

the spectra consisted of discrete frequenCies, commonly attributed to

tread impact, whereas the road spectra were more "smoothed-out"

and not so tonal.

E) Differences in tire ranking

 

Usually no major differences; however, in a few reports the differen-

ces were high.

Reviewers' summary of the relevance of the drum method

Of the 14 papers, we judge that 9 are in favour of a drum method if the

drum surface is road-like; 7 of them are definitely against the smooth

steel drum. Additionally, one of the other papers is against the smooth

steel drum. Of the 14 papers, one is unconditionally in favour of the

smooth steel drum while 3 are in favour of it under certain assumptions

and conditions. However, there are a few results in the former one which

are in fact not in favour of the smooth steel drum, according to the

reviewers' opinion.

In the above, it is supposed that the on-board road measurement

technique gives results fully comparable to those of the coast-by

technique. This is, however, still not investigated sufficiently, although

preliminary results have shown good agreement.
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DISCUSSION

Available facility

 

It appears that there are several outer drum faculties available for

tire/road nOise measurements in contrast to only one inner drum. The

most common drum diameter seems to be 1.7 m, a size used for tire

endurance testing.

Concerning on-the-road tests, there is naturally a preference for testing

by the coast-by technique (stationary microphone), but in several cases

the technique of moving (mobile) microphone outside a tire was used.

The latter should enable closer correlations between drum and road

results as the microphone location can be the same.

When using the drum facility, S/N ratio is obviously a problem for

certain users when the drum is powered, a problem which is solved by

making the measurements when the drum is coasting. S/N ratio is seldom

a great problem on the road, provided the coast by stationary micro-

phone method is used (at least for 7.5 m measuring distance), while it

can be a severe problem when the moving microphone method is

employed. The latter problem is, however, more or less solved as stated

by the authors. Especially it is a minor problem when using an enclosure

around the test tire and the microphone.

Micrgahone location and acoustical reflections

 

In the coast-by, stationary microphone technique measurements are

always carried out in a far field. This is often not the case in the drum or

moving microphone (on-road) methods as they employ lower measuring

distances which often imply something in-between of far and near-field.

 

* I.e. the tire is rolling on the outside of the drum

** Le. the tire is rolling on the inside of the drum
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Often, the drum surroundings change the free field to a field influenced

by reflections. Very few investigations have observed and corrected for

this problem. The correlations will of course tend to become lower due

to this.

It is documented that tire/road noise exhibits directional properties. If it

is postulated that the coast by stationary microphone method should be

most representative of environmental impact, then it is clear that the

near field, or should we say close field, microphone locations used in

the other methods are worse. Partly, it is often not possible to have the

"right" direction in the vertical plane, partly it is a great problem to

decide what the direction should be in the horizontal plane in order to

record the sound in the direction of the maximum or the most represent-

ative noise. Some investigations have approached this problem by

averaging, or recording separately, several microphone locations around

the tire. See e.g. fig. 8 where the microphone is swept in a semi-circle

around the tire (ref. 15).

Tested road surfaces

 

On the road, surfaces like asphalt and cement concrete dominate the

reviewed tests, although in one case a stick-on "Safety walk" paperwas

tried and in another case a steel plate was used! Asphalt concrete

surfaces seem to be the most universal.

On the drum, the smooth steel surface dominates the tests. Also stick-on

paper like carborundum and "Safety Walk" are popular. On the inner

drum, segments of "real" asphalt or cement concrete - or any other

surface - can be used. If a realistic road surface is desired on the outer

drum the techniques of replications in cast metal or epoxi-bound

chippings are used. Thus, it is no great problem to obtain road-like

textures on drums - it is mainly a matter of economy. When the surfaces

are made in segments it is easy to replace or remove them.
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Correlation between road and drum measurements

 

Some authors claim that tire noise measured on a smooth steel drum

surface has a satisfactory correlation with that measured on a real road.

Others claim that it is necessary to have a more realistic drum surface

for an acceptable correlation. Some have measured much greater differ

ences between tires on drums than on roads, others have not.

To investigate the causes for this controversy, it is necessary to look at

the noise generating mechanisms. Previous research has revealed that

there are some different generation mechanisms for tire/road noise (see

e.g. ref. 16).

o In the low-frequency range (below about 1000 Hz) the texture of

either the tire (the tread) or the road surface excites radial vibra

tions in the tire, some energy of which then transforms to airborne

sound waves.

0 In the high-frequency range (above ca 1000 Hz) there is probably an

air resonant or -pumping mechanism excited either by a stick-slip

motion at the trailing edge of the tire/road interface or the com-

pression/expansion of air entrapped between rubber and road. This

mechanism can be amplified by a tube resonance in tread ribs, and/or

a horn effect, the horn being shaped by the curved volume at the

edges between the tire and the road.

These mechanisms seem to be uncorrelated with each other. The low-

frequency (LF) mechanism is dominating when the road texture or the

tire texture (tread) is rough. The high-frequency (HF) mechanism is

dominating when the road texture is smooth and the tire tread not

extremely rough.

Keeping this in mind, it is quite obvious that a smooth steel surface

should give very different tire noise in relation to other surfaces. It

could not excite theLF mechanism caused by road roughness as there is

no road roughness. On the other hand, tread roughness should excite this

mechanism extremely well as the interacting surface is maximally
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smooth. Any imperfections in tread randomization should be revealed

perfectly as there is no roughness on which the tread impact could be

modulated and spread out in frequency, a fact which is pointed out as

potentially discriminating unfairly some tread designs measured on a

steel drum (ref. 4). The HF mechanism should be perfectly excited as the

sealing against the tread cavities is perfect. Any stick-slip excitation

should be very differently influenced depending on contaminations etc on

the steel surface. Stick-slip motions would be very different than on the

road because there is virtually no conventional microtexture. This is

demonstrated very good in ref. 3 where talcum powder on the surface

changed the noise from a treadless tire radically.

That the above happens also in reality is seen in the relevant reviewed

reports. A smooth steel surface gives a tonal frequency spectrum as

opposed to conventional road surfaces where the spectrum is more

broadband and better randomized. This is easily verified by listening

tGSTIS.

Not only the tonality but also the general shape of the spectrum is

different. On a steel drum surface the noise at frequencies below (say)

600 Hz is without any significance but in the range above 1000 Hz the

spectrum is typically almost flat (but tonal) some octaves upwards. This

is in contrast to the noise on real roads where there is generally a

distinct roll off in the spectrum above 1000 Hz, and where levels at

frequencies 200-600 Hz might be very high (on rough-textured roads).

See fig. 9 which compares a steel surface with a quite smooth asphalt

concrete road. The best similarity road-drum is then obtained if the road

surface is extremely smooth, but the "road" must be smooth steel in

order to give a near-perfect similarity.
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Figure 9 Comparison of spectra for a common tire measured on a quite
smooth asphalt concrete road (solid line) and a smooth steel
drum (broken line). To have comparable overall levels, the

latter data have been reduced by 30 dB. Data from ref. 17.

The fundamental differences in spectral shape do not, however, comp-

letely inhibit any similarities in overall level ranking of tires on a steel

drum as compared to a road. It seems that the noise speed relation is

not influenced so much by the surface type, provided the tires are not

especially rough treaded: see fig. 10.

So, if values measured at different speeds on a steel drum are plotted

against those measured on a road, the correlation can be good. This is a

major cause for a good correlation in certain cases. If results from the

measurements on a steel drum are compared with those on a very smooth

road it is possible to obtain a certain correlation between overall A-

weighted values because the dominating mechanisms are basically the

same qualitatively, though not quantitatively. For instance, it is often

seen in the reviews that tire ranking is basically the same, but the

differences between tires are very much enhanced on the smooth steel

drum.
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Figure 10 Noise-speed relationship for two extreme tires measured on a
smooth steel drum (solid line) and a replica road surface on a
drum (broken line). Note that the smooth steel might excite
very pronounced resonances as opposed to the replica road
surface. Data from ref 6.

In fig. ll it can be seen that the tires differ much more in noise level on

smooth steel drum than on a road. This is due to that there is then no

interaction between road and tire texture on a smooth steel surface. On

the road, some texture is always putting alower limit to the vibrational

excitation as well as to the possible sealing of tread cavities.

Increasing the drum texture by using "Safety Walk" paper or similar

material is a step in the right direction, but not sufficient toobtain a

fully representative road situation. It is shown in a few reports that it is

necessary to match the textures better. Such paper certainly has a very

different texture than that of any road.

In those reports where this particular subject has been investigated, the

conclusion is that there is only one way to obtain a good correlation in

both overall level and spectrum - and that is to use a drum surface which

has a texture similar to road texture. A replica road surface is then

sufficient.
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Figure ll Relationship between overall levels measured for different
tires on a smooth steel drum and a road. On the drum the
standard difference between the tires is 30% higher than on
the road. Note the difference between the regression line (-- )
and the perfect relation (-'-). Data from ref. 6.

Not only the surface texture but also the surface curvature might differ

heavily between drum and road. Many researchers have been concerned

with the question whether the drum curvature, which distorts the

tire/drum interface from that typical of road conditions, is influencing

the noise. None of the revied investigations could display any major

influence over at least the range 1.5-4 m in drum diameter.

Other differences affecting the correlation between drum and road

conditions are concerning measuring directions relative to the tire and

the acoustical environment. It is shown in a few cases that the measuring

directions have some influence. Measurements in directions not typical

of road conditions should therefore not be used, according to the

reviewers. The acoustical environment is often controlled and has an

influence on the results which is negligible in relation to other parame-

ters, _o_r is systematic so that it does not affect the correlation too much.
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The great differences in overall levels between some road and drum

measurements can be blamed on the distance difference in the case of

steel drum also blamed on the enhanced difference between tires on such

a surface.

It can be concluded that the controversy mentioned in the beginning of

this section can be explained by this:

0 The surfaces on which noise comparisons have been based have not

always been suitable for comparisons. Even between noise on two

road surfaces there can be a very poor correlation - even negative -

concerning noise from different tires.

0 The tire sample might have beentoo limited or too extreme.

0 Sometimes the basis for comparison has been only overall levels,

sometimes frequency spectra as well.

0 Sometimes the speed dependence of the noise has been the cause for

the (unfair) high correlation, sometimes correlation has been calcula-

ted with the speed effect excluded.

The truth seems to be that to have a safe similarity between drum and

road measurements it is necessary to have properly matched textures.
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REVIEWERS' CONCLUSIONS

It is feasible to use laboratory drum facilities for measuring tire/road

noise. Many laboratories possess such facilities and prefer such measure-

ments to the corresponding measurements on roads because of the

insensitivity to weather, less time consumption, etc.

When roughly studying the available literature on the subject it seems

that there is a controversy concerning the representativity of drum

measurements. But an in-depth study shows that the controversy is

explained by different bases for comparison and, sometimes, conclusions

based on too limited studies.

Provided certain conditions concerning the drum facility are observed, it

is possible to obtain a satisfactory correlation for engineering and

research purposes bothin overall relative levels and frequency spectra,

for noise measured on the drum as compared to noise measured on the

road. The conditions are:

0 The drum surface shall have a texture similar to that of the road.

Otherwise, the features of different tires will not be revealed in

correct balance.

0 The acoustical environment around the microphone shall be as free as

possible from background noise and acoustical reflections.

o The microphone location shall be such that the most important

sources are measured in a representative way; usually in a direction

microphone-tire comparable to that used in road measurements.

0 The drum curvature is not so important. To be safe the drum

diameter should be at least 1.5 m.
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